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Thursday, April 28, 1988

Sheed: A Contemporary Author
Suzanne Smith
Staff Writer
On April 20, Wilfrid Sheed, the
third author in the Novelist's
America Series gave a lecture in
the Oak Room. Father Aloysius
Kelley, S.J. introduced Sheed and
described this British born American writer as " an author whose
witty and satirical treatment of the
foibles and tribulations of the
human condition has made him
one of the most respected and enjoyed writers of today."
Sheed was born in London,
attended prep school in America
and then went back to England to
study at Oxford University. When
asked if his transcontinental education affected his writing, Sheed
responded that his schooling gave
him "aclear moral perspective that
never seems to fail life's absurdity."
Sheed has worked many jobs

and held many positions. He has
been a film critic, and associate
editor of Jubilee magazine, a columnist for the New York Times
Book Review, and a judge for the
Book of the Month Club.
He began by answering the

most frequently asked question of
any writer "How do I get published?" He agreed that the wrong
people are being published for
writing the wrong things. Finding
a good publisher, editor, and copy
editor can take as long as it does to
write the book.
One complaint of his is the difficulty of getting started each day.
"Writing, if it is any good, requires
a presiduous burst of energy and
you always have to worry whether
you are up to it at a particular
time."

Wilfrid Sheed

PR-Photo

Sheed also said that "The National Reading Statistics are totally misleading and the Best
Seller's List is a dirty rotten lie.
The best readers in America pass
silently through library doors and
bookstores."
When he started his latest book,
The Boys of Winter, "all he knew

was what he wanted the last line to
be." He wasn't sure how he was
going to have the. characters
evolve around the central theme,
but he did know how it was going
to end.
When questioned about his gift
of being a comic writer^ Sheed
replied "I don't think of myself as
a funny writer. It is a misunderstanding when people laugh." He
does not sit down and set out to be
funny, and he does not have a particular audience in mind.
"I find myself writing fiction a
pleasure and non-fiction a drudgery. My characters don't have
faces, but have a presence, like
characters in dreams. I have never
written about a character I didn't
like at least a little. I try not to base
characters on experience. The
reader sees who he wants to see."
When asked why he has never
written poetry, Sheed said he
"never had the divine spark."

Riel To Retire After 40 Years
Lynn Ann Casey
News Editor
Professor Arthur Riel, Jr. will
be retiring as of June 1, 1988 after
teaching English at Fairfield University for 40 years.
Professor Riel received his
undergraduate education at Holy
Cross from 1936-1940. Technically, his major was education but
his studies focused on philosophy
and the classical languages, including Greek, Latin, and English
and he "loved it."
He went on to receive a masters
degree in English Literature at
Boston University because they
"valued his experience in the classical languages." Riel has always
believed in "learning for its own
sake."
His goal was to teach high
school English. Instead, Riel came
to Fairfield University at its inception and, along with three other lay
teachers and eight Jesuits, helped
begin the university in 1947. He
chose Fairfield in his wish to
"continue learning" and to "pass

Loyola Hall Break-In
A. Puckhaber 'Ass't News Editor
On Tuesday, April 12, four youths
were arrested for ripping screens off
the windows of Loyola Hall.
Three residents of Loyola Hall,
Sally Norelli, Sheila Egan, and
Meghan Tuohey, had seen the boys
hanging around outside of the building. Later, the students witnessed the
boys tearing off one of the screens and
they immediately called security.
Norelli said, "there is no reason why
we should pay for the dorm damage."
According to Todd Pelazzo, Associate Director of Security, the complaint came in at 11:22 PM and the
youths were apprehended shortly after
that. The four boys were not affiliated
with the University or Prep-school.
Two of the boys were from Redding
and the other two were from Easton.
The youths did not have any form
of identification and, therefore, security arrested them for criminal mischief. Security also issued each of
them a criminal trespass warning. The

on what I learned."
Professor Riel has taught
"English from the very beginning." This includes freshman
English, literature courses, speech
courses since 1974, and journalism courses.
When professor Riel teaches.

Dr. Riel, Professor of English
Fairfield Police Department was
called and the four boys were taken to
the station.
The three witnesses were asked to
identify the boys for security and later
were called down to the Fairfield Police Department to give a statement.
Pelazzo said that the students were a
"very big help" and that it was "good
that they came forward."
The four boys were released to their
parents late Friday evening by the
Fairfield police. Pelazzo suspects that
if it was the youths' first offense they
will probably be put on probation,
required to do a certain amount of time
of community service work, and pay
for the damage to the University.

Librarian Of The Year
Tom Rhatigan 'Staff Writer
Barbara Bryan, Fairfield
University's Head Librarian, was
named the 1988 Librarian of the Year
by the Connecticut Library Associa-

he wants to "teach students to
serve humanity." He doesn't teach
them "to make money, but to
communicate with one another."
"Man was made to talk to each
other," states Riel.
He enjoys pointing out to stu-
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tion. This award honors the librariari
who has demonstrated an outstanding
record of service to the library and the
library profession.
"I was thrilled, especially at the fact
that this award was given to me by my
colleagues, the people from my own
profession," said Bryan.
Bryan came to Fairfield in 1965
when she became the Assistant Director for Nyselius Library. In 1974, she
became Director of the Library. She is
an active member of the Connecticut
Library Association, as well as a
member of other state wide associations.
Qualifications for Librarian of the
Year include outstanding service in
their field or fields of expertise, involvement in developing library cooperation in Connecticut, and professional library leadership. Bryan has
devoted 23 years of service to Fairfield
University, and in that time, she has
exhibited all of these qualities.

dents "good writing that they have
done." In his freelance journalism
course, he teaches students to
write publishable material.
Among other publications, three
have been published in the New
York Times and he "treasures this."
This English professor believes
in service, as his father did. He is
very proud of the three and one
half years he spent in the Navy,
where he never faced combat, but
did face many sick people. He believes in the "freedom to serve his
country."
After he retires in June, Riel
plans to "read and write," to continue teaching part time at Fairfield, and to continue teaching at
Holy Apostles College and Seminary in Cromwell, Connecticut,
where he is presently an Adjunct
Professor of Pastoral Study.
At present, Riel lives with his
wife, a retired nurse, in Stratford,
Connecticut. Three of his children
have graduated from Fairfield
University: Mary, who graduated
in 1983, Alfred, who went on to
become a medical doctor, and Paul
who is now aclinical psychologist.

Knights Sponsor Picnic
Greg Curley 'Staff Writer
The Fairfield University chapter
of the Knights of Columbus sponsored
a Saturday afternoon picnic for 28
retarded children from local schools in
Fairfield and Bridgeport on April 23.
Events included a barbecue and ball on
the Rugby field, and indoor singing,
dancing, and games after rain chased
the party into the Kostka lounge.
Frank D'Orazio, sophomore Grand
Knight of the University's chapter,
was the director of Saturday's picnic.
He commented on the event, "Our
chapter needed to do some kind of
community service. I've worked with
the mentally retarded before and it has
always been a rewarding experience."
He contacted Nancy Habetz, a
staff member at Bellarmine Hall who
works closely with retarded children
in Fairfield, and she helped him arrange the event. D'Orazio called the
picnic "a great success." He said that
"Not only was it a fun day for the
children, but it afforded them an op-
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Henchar Wins
Truman Scholarship
Lynn Ann Casey
News Editor
The names of 105 college students who will be awarded 1988
Truman Scholarships were announced on April 5 by the Board of
Trustees of the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship
Foundation.
Christine Henchar, a Fairfield
University junior and a politics
major, is a recipient of one of the
scholarships.
The awards, which carry an
annual maximum stipend of
$7,000 per year for the last two
years of college and two years of
graduate study, are granted to
promising students who have
demonstrated a firm commitment
to a career in public service at the
federal, state, or local levels.
The scholarships will be renewed upon evidence of satisfactory academic performance. In the
third or fourth year, the Truman
Scholar may, upon appropriate
qualification, enter a graduate
degree program.
Students are nominated by a
faculty member of their respective
college or university. Henchar
was nominated by Dr. John Orman
from Fairfield's Politics Department.
She fulfilled the criteria which
included: being a sophomore purContinued on page 2.
portunity to meet and interact with
others with their special needs."
Thirty-five University students
helped staff the picnic. While most
were from the Knights of Columbus,
many others were from different campus organizations, including the Student Nursing Association. Joe Sourdes, director of the Bridgeport school
was pleased with this great involvement and student support said "I was
really impressed with the Fairfield
students. They did a lot for the kids
and this means a lot to us."
Many of the students that helped
out called the event "a fun, learning
experience." John Moriarity, a sophomore member of the Knights said,
"The kids are great and they are really
easy to get along with." He added that
"People shouldn't be so hesitant to
work with them."
Saturday's picnic marked the revival of the Knights of Columbus.
D'Orazio said the organization "was
dormant for many years." but now he
hopes that the group will "come back
to life." He hopes to run more events
such as the picnic in the future.
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Lawlor Defends Irish Republican Army
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Assistant News Editor
In the Nursing Auditorium on
Monday, April 18, Richard
Lawlori a Hartford Attorney, discussed the continued oppression
being inflicted on Ireland by Britain. The lecture was sponsored by
the Fairficld University Irish Society.
According to Lawlor, the existing problems between Ireland and
Britain arc a result of Britain's
foreign policy in Ireland. He said
thai Britain "does not respect the
Irish's rights to govern themselves."
Ireland's population was cut in
half by the famine during the
184()'s due to deaths and immigration to the United States. Lawlor
said this reduced Ireland to a weakened state, which made it accessible to the British.
The rise of nationalism in Ireland in the late 18(X)'s caused by
the formation of the Gaelic Athletic League in 1884and the Gaelic
League in 1893, which promoted
Irish sports and Irish literature

respectively, united the Irish in a
rebellion against British control.
"However," Lawlor said, "the
1916 uprising was brutally repressed by the British government."
According to Lawlor, the British government executed all of the
leaders of the rebellion which
caused a greater public response to
the unwanted British rule. Only
3% of the Irish population had
supported the rebellion but this
percentage increased after the
Irish witnessed Britain's brutality.
In 1918, the British 'govern-'
mcnl held an election in Ireland in
which 80% of the people voted for
a free and independent Ireland.
Lawlor said that the "British government did nothing to recognize
the wishes of the people." Instead,
the British Parliament partitioned
Ireland without the consent of the
Irish. Ireland has been divided
ever since.
Northern Ireland, consisting of
six counties, is under Britain's
complete control. However, according to Lawlor, the political
parties of Britain do not exist in the

occupied colonies. Lawlor said
that the Irish arc "considered second class citizens in a British
state."
According to Lawlor, most of
the Irish immigrated to the US
once they were old enough because "all Catholics were assumed
to be nationalists and subjected to
a policy that made there lives as'
miserable as possible."
This
"safety valve" was closed, however, in 1965 when the US
changed its immigration laws.
The Irish were then stuck in Ireland.
At this time, television was
being introduced into Irish homes
and the Irish were able to witness
the Civil Rights marches in the US.
This encouraged the Irish to start
there own protests. Lawlor staled
that the difference lies in the fact
that we have the Constitution but
in Britain, where there is not
Constitution or Bill of Rights,
"everyone is subject to the whims
of the government." The Irish
protests were battled by imprisonment, executions, and the burning
of Catholic neighborhoods.

In 1969, there was a re-birth of
the Irish Republican Army (IRA).
It contained less than 2(X) people
and owned very few armaments.
As the IRA grew it maintained a
policy of passive resistance. It was
not until a few weeks ago that the
IRA killed a British soldier since
1971.
Several weeks ago, the British
executed two men and a woman
who were IRA volunteers. Lawlor
said that the press was filled with
"British misinformation and deceit" on the situation. The British
"propaganda machine," as Lawlor
called it, said that these people
were about to blow up the world.
However, there was no bomb.
They also said that they were killed
in a gun fight but there were no
guns.
At the funeral of the three army
volunteers, a British soldier threw
a grenade into the crowd killing
another IRA volunteer. Twoofthc
British soldiers were overtaken by
the Irish and killed. The press said
that the British soldiers were lost
and wandered into the area, but

Lawlor believes that they were on
"an undercover mission to commit
violence, and provoke and keep
Ireland firmly under control."
Lawlor said that the men and
women of the IRA live "a life of
deprivation and danger, and arc
victims of an early death without
thanks or a life of imprisonment."
There is no glory for an IRA volunteer.
According to Lawlor, the injustice in Ireland is overwhelming.
The British government is holding
six men, known as the "Birmingham Six," for a crime that they did
not commit. Also, an Irish Republican can not receive a VISA to
come to the US to speak.
Lawlor feels that "it is in
America's interest" to support
Irish independence and the IRA.
He said that the Irish government
is doing nothing and "has shamed
and disgraced the Irish people."
In conclusion, Lawlor staled
thai he is a strong supporter of the
IRA. He feels that "British justice
is, in fact, an oxymoron for those
people who live under their control."

Continued from page I.

FUSA Budget Reviewed

suing a degree at an accredited
institution of higher education,
having at least a B average and
standing in the upper fourth of the
class, being a U.S. citizen, having
selected a major that will permit
admission to a graduate program
leading to a career in public service, and having demonstrated interest in a career in public service
at the federal, state, or lpcal level.
Hcnchar is "extremely excited" at receiving the scholarship.
In the next four years, it will mean
a total of S28,(XX) toward her education. She also commented that,
"I feel especially honored because
it recognizes the two most important things to me: academics and
government service."
The Foundation's program,
now in its twelve year, makes one
new scholarship available annually to a qualified student from
each state, The District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and considered as
a single entity, Guam, the Virgin
Islands, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands.

More Funds Available
Robert H. Johansen
Staff Writer

-poG-v/ooDS
TICKETS
SOLD Mvi..

Cheers
Cheers... to all of the folks who
made Airbands happen... to the champion Teenage Mutant NinjaTurilcs... a
good name for a great act... to the
Knights of Columbus picnic and party
at the Duplex... true wisdom is knowing when to work and when loplay... to
Humidifier, Grand Design, Cosmic
Embryo, and Baby Sultan Experience
for rocking TH basement rafters this
weekend... nothing but nothing makes
a party belter than good live tunes...to
Dogwoods dates... if you can get the
ticket, the rest is a breeze... to the blue
team for winning the keg race at the
slammer... to anyone with free time
during the next two weeks... spend it
wisely... to the Good Samaritans who
help chauffer the car-less... we'd be
stranded without you...

COSO/
MIKKUK
April 28—May 4

Campus
Calendar

Boos

Boos... lo more and more crummy
weather... to the scarcity of tickets for
Dogwoods... it would be nice if someday all the people who wanted to go to
a dance could go ... to having to pay
anything for May Day... to the lack of
places for campus rockers to practice... it's not much fun trying lo fit an
entire band into a 3'x3' Jogucs music
cell...to roaches and other unwelcome
creatures in our food... to party strangers who feed" off the keg and ihcn
split... to more keg sicalcrs... it happens every weekend... to people who
take up two parking spots...to parking
in general... if only cars could fold up
lo wallet size... to ihc exams who's
greedy jaws arc already wailing wide
open for us... to ihc hours and days and
weeks that slip through our fingers...

Thursday, 28
Student Achievement Awards
(Alumni Assoc.) Oak 6PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Special Dinner: Regis 1 and Ground
FDR 5:30PM
Game Room Pool Tourney Lobby
11:30AM (Finals)
Coffeehouse Slag-Hcr Inn 9PM

Sunday, 1

Monday, 2

Varsity Sports Banquet - Reception
Oak 7PM, Dining MDR 8PM,
Baseball vs. Mercy (2) Alumni
Field 12N

WVOFmig. FDR&FMR 7-9PM
Relationships Seminar J25 7-9PM
Special Dinner: Loyola 111 FDR
5:30PM

Through a new appropriation
policy passed by the Fairficld
University Student Association,
there will be more money available for events in Spring 1988.
The bill, written last April, was
approved by the legislative branch
of FUSA in July, and passed during the summer. It was designed to
provide FUSA with more money
for events lhat take place at Ihc end
of the year.
For each school year, FUSA
gives clubs funds for their yearly
activities. Before this bill was
passed, clubs had to return unused
funds lo FUSA al the end of the
school year. With the new bill,
clubs have use of their funds until
April 1, when the money musl be
returned. This gives FUSA ihc opportunity lo spend money on
spring cvcjits thai normally lie
inactive in a club account.

Friday, 29
Dogwood Dance '88 Alumni Hall
Dinner MDR 45:30PM
Orientation mtgs. Gon/.aga Aud./
Nursing Aud. 3-11PM
FDR/FMR, 6-11PM McElcncy 4UPm

Tuesday, 3
Glee Club Pops Concert Oak 8PM
Chamber of Commerce McElcncy
Special Dinner: Julie & Jogucs
Ground FDR 5:30PM

Clubs thai need money for the
remainder of the school year must
submit a new budget to FUSA by
April. 1 If approved, ihc club
would receive funds for laic spring
or summer events. Without this
application, no money can be allotted to the club for the remaining
few weeks of the year. Annual
budgets for clubs musl also be
submitted for school year funds.
These budgets can be presented
from April 1 to November 1.
Last year, approximately
$5,(XX) was returned lo FUSA.
This year, $9,(XX) have been returned. This money will be used
for Spring 1988 events such as the
Dogwood Dance and May Day.
Karen Bccdcnbcndcr of COSO
helped lo write the bill. According
lo bccdcnbcndcr, COSO was involved in order to "slick up for the
clubs." Bccdcnbcndcr stressed
that "FUSA was not trying lo harm
any clubs, bul trying lo free funds
for sludcnl activities."

Saturday, 30
May Day '88
Softball vs. Scton Hall (2) Barlow
Field 1PM
Dinner MDR 4-5:30PM

Wednesday, 4
Good Luck On Finals!
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Arts and Sciences Awards Presented
Joseph C. DeVito
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
This year's Arts and Sciences
Awards Ceremony was held on
Monday, April 25 in the Oak
Room. Dr. David C. Danahar,
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences gave the Welcome and
the Introduction.
The Speaker was Dr. Jill
Claslcr, Professor of Medieval
History and Former Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at
New York University.
General awards included: The
Lieutenant William Koscher
Award in Arts presented to Robin I.
Kingston and the College of Arts
and Sciences Award in Science
presented to Frank B. Giacobctti.
The College of Arts and
Sciences awards included: the
Award for Distinguished work in
the Humanities, presented to Lori
E. Gargagliano and John D.
McMahon, in the Natural
Sciences, presented to Dean E.
McNulty, Jr. and Tina Ruggiero, in
the Visual/Expressive Arts,
presented to Michael R.
Gugliclmo and John D.

McMahon.
Co-recipients Joseph
Pcccerillo and David Brciner won
for premedical and predental
work.
Dean McNulty was
presented a biology award and also
two chemistry awards.
Also
receiving a chemistry award was
Kristin Myers.
In the Field of Economics,
awards were presented to Theresa
Smith, Catherine O'Connor and
Christine Voylck.
In the field of English, awards
were presented to Christine Conte
for poetry, Kelley Comcowich for
drama and essay, Christopher
Davidson for short story, Mary
Whelan for journalism, Sandra
Watrous for study of literature.
The James G. Weber scholarship
was presented to Elizabeth
Ruggieri.
Nicole Tenbekjian won an
award for art history, Carla
Supersano for music, Michael
Longofono for history, Melissa
Small and Lara Wolter for history
service, and Wendy Monlei for
Spanish. Hadelena Messia won
the Kenneth G. Phelan Memorial
Book Award.
Co-recipients
Jennifer McGevna and Charles
O'Neill received the Arscnc

Croteau Family Scholarship.
Mathematics awards were
presented to Jill Christensen,
Christine Kolar, and Jean-Marie
Matthews. The Aetna Actuarial
Award was presented to both
Pamela Donofrio and Lort A.
Schmidt.
Other mathematics
awards were presented to Linda
Cortina, Christine Kolar, Harry
Norman, and Lynn Schnitzer. Tina
Ruggiero won an award in
computer science.
Kevin Clark was presented an
award for excellence in
engineering. Monica Copertino
won an award for politics.
Michael Whitmorc won an award
for physics as a sophomore.
Dana
Pelligrino
was
presented with a special award for
distinction as a student athlete:
Academic Ail-American.
Other awards included Lori
Gargagliano for philosophical
writing, Robert Barry for
theology, Rhonda Symonds for
psychology,
and Thomas
Nydegger for sociology.
The Awards Ceremony was
made possible by the support of the
Fairficld University Alumni
Association as well as other
generous donors.

Ninja Turtles Take Airbands
Sue McMahon
Maria Scarpetti
Contributing Writers
What exactly is a Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtle? Well, if you
were at Airbands this Saturday,
April 23, you would know that it
was one of the six groups lip synching in competition. The other
five groups included the Foster
Lagers, Word cm Up, Rocket
Nightmare Express, the Imitators,
and the Righteous Brothers.
Each group began by
performing songs which included
YMCA,Teddy Bear, Love Me Two
Times, Farewell Song, and Candy

Man. After intermission, Jesse
Wilson lip synched to Michael
Jackson's Rock With You and
Another Part of Me. In the second
round, each band lip synched to
such songs as: We' re Offto See the
Wizard, Tell Him, Hit the Road
Jack, Man in the Mirror, and
Bohemian Rhapsody.
The panel of judges included
Father Bill, Dr. Andrew, and Rita
Demotses, Jeanne and Rocco
DiMu/.io, Gail Doska, Helen
Hobart, Joe Kirchon, and Robin
Mussclman. They judged the
different entries carefully.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
Foster's Lager's, and Word Em Up

2591649

progressed to the third round
where they performed Everyone
Needs a Hand to Hold On To,
Paradise by the Dashboard
Lights, and a TV Tunes Medley,
respectively. While the scores
were being totaled, the audience
was entertained by Bill Walsh, MC
for the evening.
First place was captured by
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
second went to Foster Lagers, and
third place was awarded to Word
Em Up. The evening of
entertainment which was part of
the Sibling Weekend festivities
was organized by Dan Busby and
Mary Beth Mullancy.

Graduate in

Tues
Wed
9 to 5:30
Fri
Sat

style with...

Thurs9to8
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Faculty Members Promoted
(PR) - Six faculty members have
received promotions, including three
10 professor, and five were granted
tenure, it was announced by Reverend
Aloysius Kelley, S.J., University
president.
In the College of Ans and Sciences, promoted to professor were D.
Philip Eliasoph and Dr. Paul
Lakeland. Promoted to associate professor was Dr. Roger Jackson.
In the School of Nursing, Dr.
Suzanne MacAvoy was promoted to
professor.
In the School of Business, Dr.
Lucy Kalz was promoted to associate
professor of business and Dr. Lisa
Manicro was promoted to associate
professor of management.
Tenure was granted to Dr. Kalz;
Suzanne Lyngaas, assistant professor
of accounting; Dr. Krishna Mohan,
associate professor of marketing; and
Dr. Joan Wyzkoski, associate professor in the Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, promoted to
professor of fine ans, is chair for the
department, and has been teaching an
history since 1975. He holds a B.A.
from Adelphi University and an M.A.
and Ph.D. from the Stale University of
New York at Binghamton. Dr. Eliasoph received a CINE Golden Eagle
Award for excellence in documentary
film making, representing the U.S. in
foreign film festivals. The title of his
documentary was "Robert Vickey,
Lyrical Realist." Dr. Eliasoph is director of Fairficld University's summer
institute in Florence, now in its second
year.
Dr. Lakeland, promoted to professor of religious studies, holds a B.A.
and an M.A. from Oxford University,

B.D. from the University of London,
and a Ph.D. from Vandcrbilt. A
member of the faculty since 1981, he
has taught at Stonyhursi College and
St. George's School, both in England,
and in the Canary Islands. He has also
been active in church service and as a
chaplain in London and Tennessee.
He was chosen as Fairficld's first
scholar in residence at New York
University under a program established by the Ford Foundation. He is
currently working on a new book entitled "The Catholic Church: Critical
Social Theory."
Dr. MacAvoy, a member of the
faculty since 1972, has also served as
assistant dean of the School of Nursing. She holds a bachelor of science in
nursing education from College Miscricordia, (Pa.), and M.S. from Boston
College, and a doctorate in education
from Teacher's College at Columbia
University. She received her diploma
in nursing from St. Jocsph Hospital
School of Nursing in Lancaster, Pa.
Professor Katz, a member of the
faculty since 1983, received a B.A.
degree from New York University
Law School. A former associate of the
law firm of Koskoff, Koskoff, and
Bicdcr in Bridgeport, she has appeared
before the U.S Supreme Court, the
Connecticut Supreme Court, and various state and federal trial courts. She
previously taught at the New York
University School of Law.
Dr. Manicro received a B.A. degree, magna cum laudc, from Smith
College, and M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Yale University. She has taught
group behavior at the Yale School of
Management and the University of
New Haven Graduate School.

Career Planning Corner
Seniors: Although on campus recruiting is now over,
we arc still receiving many calls from employers with job
openings. Plcascchcck the FullTimcJob File (red books)
in the Career Planning Center for help with your job
search.
Underclassmen: The Career Planning Center has
many part-time and full-time summer positions on file,
mainly in the New York and Connecticut areas. Check
them out today!

Tele-Service Representatives

Looking for a job
that can get you started
in your career?
Book an appointment
with us.
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Waldenbooks introduces a way for you
to help our customers order books, videos,
cassettes, toys and gifts by phone, while
getting first hand job experience. Don't
miss out on the excitement of being part
of our new Stamford-based operationFirst New Direct, Inc.
This is an excellent growth opportunity for
friendly, service-oriented people with
strong interpersonal and communication
skills. If you've got a pleasant phone
manner and an appreciation for our merchandise, you can consider a variety of
full-time/part-time schedules between 9am
and midnight, Monday through Saturday,
or noon to 6pm on Sunday.
To learn more about the competitive
salaries, benefits, and performance incentives we offer, call ustoarrangeaninterview
time: (203)356-7717, Monday-Friday,
8am-12noon
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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FAipfiEld
Nancy Ann Norelli
Staff Writer

SENJORS REAIIY

number of actual siphon holes
present as a visual estimation of
population density," noted Maureen Taylor.
The siphon is the muscular part
of the body of the clam. This
serves as the vehicle of transportation for nutrients and oxygen since
the clam buries itself six to eight
inches deep in the sediment. These
siphon holes can be seen at low
tide.
The purpose of this project was
twofold: to test different types of
sediment (fine, medium, and
coarse) to see which would give
the best type of siphon hole and to

With the advent of graduation,
many seniors succumb to "senioritis," spending much time at the
beach. A certain group of seniors,
however, made up of Robert Gallois, Gregory Germain, Clinton
Lewis, Timothy McGovern, and
Maureen Taylor, spent a good part
of every week beginning September 25, 1987 until February 22,
1988 at Old Mill Beach in Westport as part of their Independent
Research Biology class.
The five biology majors
worked under the supervision of
Dr. Diane Brousseau of the biology department, and their innovative research dealt with the soft
Dr. Carol Lucas
shell clam, Mya arenaria, comStudent Health Center
monly known as a "steamer."
Loyola Hall, Extension 2146
"New England is a big market
"G Day" is coming. How do
for steamers. Often a harvester,
you
feel?
whether private or commercial,
Graduation
can stir up mixed
will dig up a whole flat to find a
feelings
among
seniors. Besides
marketable size shell," comjoy
and
hope
and
relief, you may
mented Clinton Lewis. The shells
anticipate it with dread and sadof mature clams range from 40 to
ness. "You're not a kid anymore
60 millimeters long, the ideal for you're an adult." You hear that a
harvesters being 50 millimeters. lot. More than any particular age
According to the 60 page report or any other occasion, college
compiled by the seniors, the proc- graduation may mark for you the
ess of digging up a flat is a "costly real transition to adulthood. The
labor-intensive activity." In any post-graduation grand trip to
business time is money; this in- Europe is often an effort to delay
spired the seniors to devise a way -this step and savor one more fling
"to estimate shell size by the si- of freedom.
You may not be sure that you
phon hole diameter, and by the
want to be an adult. So much

Diq

reproduce what was happening in
the field inside the laboratory to
test the credibility of the hypothesis. The latter part of the experiment was carried out in the Bannow Biology Laboratory, with the
aid of Joanne Choly, Lab Supervisor. Thirty-four steamers were
placed in individual plastic cups
filled with sediment. These were
observed for siphon hole formation.
A correlation was found between size of the siphon hole and
relative density of clams in the
area. The report, thick with pages
of graphs and charts, stated that

CIAM RESEARCN
"this method of stock assessment,
the estimation of size and density
of population by siphon hole
count, will not only save time and
money, but may even prevent future exploitation of the Mya species." The students collaborated
their ideas and chose something
that would allow them to be out in
the field instead of only in the
laboratory. "This type of project is
a great learning experience. Actually doing research is a lot different
from reading about it in a text
book. It's a lot of hard work, "said
Dr. Brousseau. Dr. Brousseau receives Federal Grants for research

in marine biology.
"This project had never been
done before. We didn't know what
we were getting into. If we weren't
seniors we would continue to work
on the project and the results
would be much more significant
with more data," reflected Gregory Germain.
Much work was involved, in
addition to the meetings at Old
Mill Beach, which was on the
student's own time. They had to
work around the low tide schedule,
once in the end of September even
meeting at 5:30 a.m.

GRAdlJATiON STJRS Up MixEd EMOTJONS
responsibility and so many decisions. Where will you live and
work? Will you be near your family or far from them? Some of you
can hardly wait to put hundreds of
miles between you and your parents, some are scared of being on
your own, and others want both
your independence and your security.
You face changes in relationships (marriage for some), life
style, daily habits. Values, goals,
and attitudes will change. You
will probably even change the way
yOur dress; you who have protested against the System may put
aside your jeans and sneakers, put
on a suit, and become part of the
System.
Hopefully all these changes
will prove to be all right for you,

but now you may feel worried and
unsure of yourself. You don't
want to surrender the freedom of
youth, but you do want the good
income of adulthood. You may
even flirt with fantasies for example, by becoming sick.
Rather than fight or deny the
transition, find support for yourself in others who will listen to
your concerns and understand
them. Other seniors are experiencing similar feelings and would
welcome sharing them with you.
Graduation is a time for good
byes. If you will miss some friends
and feel sad about losing them, tell
them. One reason we choke up at
airports and bus or train stations is
that we're trying to stuff back all
the tears we never cried and all the.
feelings we never shared. The

beginnings implied in graduation
can't be satisfying unless you take
care of the endings. You have not
only your own feelings to acknowledge, but those of others
who are reacting to your graduation.
You may be surprised to see
your mother, even tearful, and she
may annoy you by referring to you
as her "baby." Graduation can
trigger parents' awareness that
they are losing their children and
growing older. To cover up this
sadness, they may act excessively
happy.
We're focusing on the scary
parts of "G Day," not on all the
pleasantness and excitement. This
is just a reminder to pay attention
to all your feelings.

Sullivan Flower Shop
" Say it with Flowers"
Fruit, Candy & Balloons
530 Kings Highway Cutoff
259-1629 (Next to Woodsend)

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
SALES/MARKETING - Ideal for students who are looking for a challenging opportunity in sales. Seeking
a self motivated enthusiastic person to participate in low pressure sample selling to established businesses
only! The persons chosen will play a key roll in developing a new business. The pay is $300.00 a week
plus bonuses. It is a temporary position starting May 31 st lasting thru Aug. 26th, Monday - Friday, 8:00
a.m. - 4:40 p.m. Interviewing is done by appointment only.

Contact Bill Muske at American Linen Supply Co. (203) 324-7368

LOOKING TO FILL POSITIONS NOW FOR MAY 31st
EMPLOYMENT!
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Cbwius
Joseph MacDonnell, S.J.
Professor of Mathematics
The year 1988 marks the 450th
birthday of Christopher Clavius.
Bom in 1538, he joined the newly
formed Jesuit Order in 1555,
taught at the Roman College for 45
years and died in 1612. Who is this
Jesuit mathematician/scientist after whom is named Townhouse
block #12?
Recently a New York Times
front page story (7/6/79) related
discoveries by astronomers that
the sun is shrinking. Their evidence was a ring of light around
the sun at total eclipse which is
missing today, but had been meticulously recorded by this sixteenth century Jesuit astronomer
Christopher Clavius. It is this kind
of periodic intervention in the
development of astronomy that
has earned Clavius a place of esteem in every significant history of
science for the past four centuries.
The reason so much attention has
been given to Clavius lies in his
publications, his impact on education, his mathematical innovations, his reform of the calendar
and his contributions to astronomy during a period critical to the
history of science - the time of
Galileo. His name is inscribed in

DR.

stone on libraries and universities,
even in the Vatican. Schools are
named in his honor, as is one of the
largest craters on the moon - not to
mention Townhouse #12.
Clavius' book, Euclidis
Elementorum became a standard
textbook for the 17th century and
was this work that
led to his being
called the "Euclid of
the 16th Century. "
Also, his books on
arithmetic, geometry, algebra, harmonics and astronomy were later used
in all of the 740 European
Jesuit
schools, as well as
many of the non-Jesuit schools. This
made him Europe's
mathematics instructor and led historian George Sarton
to call him " the most
influential teacher of
the Renaissance."
Clavius anticipated a number
of mathematical developments.
He was the first to use the decimal
point with a clear idea of its significance. He was the first to use parenthesis and the radical sign.
Some historians insist that the

Lihiq's

Daniel May
Contributing Writer
Klingons. Psychotic devil
worshipers. Schizoid men. Cloning. Liftig. The austere department
of English here at Fairfield has
been invaded by a new type of
writing workshop, Writing Science Fiction and Fantasy, taught
by the perpetually comic professor
Dr. Robert Liftig.
Unlike many other college
Creative Writing profs, Dr. Liftig
spends more time discussing new
angles in Science Fiction than
analyzing loads of student work.
Somehow, it works. The students
develop stories over the whole
semester instead of being required
to hand in completed work
weekly. The professor in turn receives more complex and adventurous science fiction. Topics
range from the Star Trek series and
its success to more experimental
work by authors such as Brian
Aldiss and Micheal Moorcock.

TOWNIHOUSE

CelEbRATEs

Vernier scale should be called the
Clavius scale, because it was his
invention.
Were it not for Christopher
Clavius we would be celebrating
Christmas on 12 December, solar
time. For centuries, it was known
that Easter was being celebrated

on the wrong day, sometimes a
month late, and was gradually
becoming a summer feast. The
problem was that a year does not
have an integral number of days,
buthas365.2419days. Whatthen
is to be done with the fraction?

AUENS INVACIE

The cornerstone of the class,
however, is getting the students
work into print. Dr. Liftig actually
collects the stories and has them
bound for later distribution to the
class. Liftig has built the course
around the Writers of the Future
contest, which is funded by the
estate of L. Ron Hubbard. Hubbard, a giant in the world of science
fiction, authored the hugely
popular Dianetics, a book that has
received both controversial praise
and criticism. Nevertheless, the
book has a large "cult" following,
and with that following has come a
lot of money.
Unlike many other contests,
the WOTF accepts only works by
unpublished "amateur" writers.
Although there is no entrance fee,
the prizes are big. Awarded every
three months, the prizes range
from $500 to $1000, with a grand
prize of $4000 presented at the end
of the year. Liftig feels that this is
the best writing contest to come
along in years, especially since it

IF YOU HAVE A DEGREE
IN DATA PROCESSING, WE HAVE
A GREAT PROGRAMMING
GAREER FOR YOU.
MBI, Inc. a leader in the direct marketing industry, is seeking recent college/
technical school graduates for an in-house computer programming development program. You will be working in a state-of-the-art IBM mainframe
environment.
The successful candidate needs to be detail-oriented, hardworking, ambitious,
and eager to see his/her efforts quickly help our users. A college degree or
equivalent in the computer Held is required. No experience necessary!
We offer an excellent starting salary, as well as a complete benefits package
including tuition assistance, profit sharing, and year-end bonus. As a rapidly
growing company, opportunities for advancement are outstanding.

47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06857
Operating Divisions:
Danbury Mint
Easton Press
Postal Commemorative Society

FOUNCIER

Clavius' task was monumental
considering the meager astronomical and mathematical resources available at the time, long
before the invention of most of the
mathematical tools we take for
granted today. It was a time when
long division was considered a
college course! The
accuracy of his calculations were astonishing: Clavius found the
correct date for Easter
and the fact that 97
days had to be added
every 400 years. The
wonder is that he was
able to measure the
year's length so accurately. It took, however, 800 pages for
him to explain and
justify his results.
Implementation of the plan was
not an immediate success. The populace
became disoriented
and windows were
broken in the houses of startled
European Jesuits who were
blamed for the innovation. The
Orthodox Church saw it as a
Roman intrusion (which it was),
and Protestant countries were
understandably reluctant to accept

ENqlish

any decree from a pope. England
did not adopt Clavius' calendar
until 1751, while Orthodox Russia
would require the Bolshevik revolution before it would change.
Galileo was a frequent visitor to
the Jesuit Roman College. His
friendship with members of the
Society of Jesus started in 1587,
when, at the age of 23, he met
Clavius. This friendship continued for the rest of his life, as is
evident from the number and contents of Galileo's letters to
Clavius. The latter was able to
needle Galileo about seeing
Jupiter's four moons only because
Galileo drew them on the lens of
his telescope. In the time of his
distress it was to Jesuits like
Clavius that Galileo turned. At
one point the Jesuits of the Roman
college having confirmed his discoveries of the motion of the earth
honored Galileo with a three day
celebration.
The expression "Jesuit Tradition" is sometimes used carelessly
to justify academic programs that
have nothing to do with Jesuits or
Tradition. Clavius, on the other
hand, presents a flesh and blood
illustration that Jesuit tradition of
dedicated scholarship, teaching
and service which marks the mission of Fairfield University.

DEPARTMENT

caters to his love of science fiction. quickly. Most of the students are
Lifitg himself is the proud bearer English Writing majors with a
of an Honorable Mention for a keen interest in science fiction,
story of his about a word processor ^although most do not plan to be
that erases people and objects. "I professional writers. This, howwant someone from here to win ever, does not bother Dr. Liftig.
"All I ever wanted to do was
this contest someday," says Liftig.
The class has brought much make one dollar in writing. One
notoriety to Liftig. An English year, when I was really cranking, I
professor at Pepperdine Univer- made over ten thousand."
Not bad for a guy who only
sity in Malibu, California, recently
became the proud owner of Dr. wanted to make a single buck.
Liftig's blueprints for the class. Liftig's articles often appear in the
Dr. Liftig has also recently ap- New York Times and in local
peared on East Coast radio talk Connecticut papers. He is conshows and moderated a seminar in stantly hounded by the Ivy League
New York City on the rise of the members of his neighborhood to
graphic novel. A graphic novel is a write business speeches for them.
comic book bound like a book and Claims Liftig, "They make the big
printed on high quality paper, and bucks, but they couldn't write
contains adult themes and situ- themselves out of a hole."
With the end of the University
ations. These books are selling
well and are now offered in most year drawing to a close, Liftig has
only one requirement for his stumajor book stores.
Liftig, a stocky man in his dents. After completing their secmiddle thirties, posses a tremen- ond story, they must send it to at
dous wit. His class, which runs least two other publications other
about two hours, ends much too than the WOTF contest. Maga-

Attention Recent College Grads!

If qualified, please send your resume to: Data Processing Manager
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zines such as Issac Asimov and
Omni are typical favorites, even
though they are premier quality
magazines.
Dr. Liftig's students praise
him, and many say it is the best
class they have ever taken. Liftig
injects a bit of fun into an otherwise monotonous and exacting
college schedule, and his students
appreciate it. After all, they are the
people who will benefit most from
his class.

YOU SUMMER SPRINGSEMESTER
MATTATUCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Quality Courses
Transferable Courses
Low Cost
Great Facilities
In Your Backyard!
8-Week Session — 2 Days per Week
June 13 — August 3
4-Week Session — 5 Days per Week
June 6 — July 1, July 5 — July 29
Call 575-8011, 8040 for Brochure
Mattatuck Community College
CNVR Higher Education Center
750 Chase Parkway
Waterbury, CT 06708
(Exit 17 or 18 off I-84)
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LukAs DESJQNS
GRAphic
P. U.S. A

Doqwoods/MAy DAy WEEkENd
Gail English
Staff Writer
This weekend, April 29-31, is
the annual Dogwood Weekend. It
will begin with the "Masquerade"
Dogwood Dance on Friday,
followed by May Day's "Court
Madness" on Saturday.

Greg Curley
Staff Writer
Paul Lukas, a junior Resident
Advisor in Regis, won FUSA's
poster contest for alcohol
awareness. His drawing, entitled
"It's in Your Hands," earned him
S1 (X) in prize money, sponsored by
Dean Porter of the School of
Nursing.

Lukas has strong feelings about
alcohol awareness. As an RA, he
sec a lot of "damage and injury"
caused through alcohol abuse. He
thinks "people should be taught
earlier to drink responsibly" and
that "college should not be an
alcohol testing ground."
Lukas is a marketing major
from Intcrlaken, New Jersey. He
has assisted both FUS A in the past
with graphics.

The Fairficld Mirror

Tickets for the dance were
sold on Friday, April 22, for $20
per couple. Many students who
wanted tickets were unable to but
them. "We sold the maximum
number of tickets (904 people) that
the Fire Marshall would allow in
Alumni Hall," said Bridget
Moran, who organized the dance
along with Charlcnc Sorvillo.

The band for the evening,
"The Touch," has played at
Fairficld before. A beer tent
located outside of Alumni Hall
will be available to those with
validated ID's. The Dance's hours
arc from 9PM to 1 AM.
May Day, with a theme of
"Court Madness" will take place
on Saturday from 1PM to 5PM on
the Alumni Football Field. Two
campus bands, Broken Bottles and
Split Decision, will take turns
playing almost continuously
during the day. They will lake a
time-out for the physical
comedian Harlcy Newman. A
drinking section will be offered for
those who have two positive
picture ID's. Booths for tic-dying,

picture taking, T-shirts, food, and
sponge throwing and nearly 15
others will be available.
Students can lest their talents
at the dunking booth, Smash —a
—Car, the pizza eating contest,
and the Outrageous Obstacle
Course. The Obstacle Course will
lake the place of the traditional
Baltic of the Dorms field events.
Singing skills can be practiced in
the Star Trax booth, where music
will be played while you sing
along. A taped version of the music
with the addition of your own
voice will be given away free.
According to Jackie Hoyt,
coordinator of the events, about
half of the offerings arc free and
half arc at a slight cost.

COMPUTER CENTER IMPROVECJ
Christopher Bermingham
Contributing Writer

As a result of the recent
agreement between the legislature
and the Computer Center, the
Fairfield University computer labs
will be more accessible in the
future.
ATTENTION SENIORS!
The labs currently operate on a
fixed schedule and arc monitored
Attention Seniors! Next week out on the opportunity to see your by paid, student assistants. For
is the Mirror's Senior issue. Sub- friends and yourself in the last security reasons, a lab
mit your photos, essays, artwork, Mirror issue of your career at
assistant must be present for
etc. to Box AA or the Mirror of- Fairfield. Deadline for all submisthe lab to stay open.
fice for publication. Don't miss sions is Sunday, May 1.
If a student has a paper or a
project still to complete by closing
lime, he or she must either give up

Things arc changing under the
or convince the lab assistant to stay
arc finished. In t new agreement and now the
§> Computer Center will allow
students to add their names to the
list of those eligible to monitor the
labs. These new students lab
assistants will serve without pay,
but they will be entitled to keep the
labs in the classroom buildings
open for as long as they need.

periods,
this can -'-**- make
computer use a frustrating affair.

From now on, students will be
allowed to spend all the time they
need in the Computer Lab if they
sign up as volunteer lab assistants
and take responsibility for the lab.
To sign up, students should report
to Bannow G-21.

We want to welcome the
following Fairfield students to our
Firm:

C&L
Coopers & Leybrand

Mary Lou Browne
Mark Browning
Vinny De Lucia
Tim Fitzgerald
Jim Galligan
Chris Jones
Kathy Lonergan
Chris Murphy
Jim Norris
Mary O'Brien
Rob Whitmore

New York Office
Stamford Office
Stamford Office
Cleveland Office
Stamford Office
Stamford Office
Stamford Office
New York Office
Stamford Office
Stamford Office
New York Office

Good luck and congratulations to the class of 1988!

Doonesbury

The Fairficld Mirror
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1200 Post Road East
Carriage Hill Shopping Center
Westport, CT 226-1177
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STAGWEP WEEKLY
COUPON

Beans

$2.00 OFF ANY DELIVERY
LAPGE PIZZA

The Ultimate In:
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine

Fine Dining For Dogwoods

FULL
TIME
GRAPHIC
ARTIST/
Needed immediately to fill position in
newspaper ad/art production dept.
Ideal candidate for this opening would
have a graphic arts background & be
computer friendly. Great opportunity
for graduates S. soon to be graduates.

Call Jack Whitton, The Hour
for more information

COUPON EXPIPES s/s/aa

L_

_l

Intoxication
How Good Does It Feel The
Morning After?

Drink Responsibly
This Weekend.

Editorial Page
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GradCom Alumnus Speaks Out
To the Editor,

C&tibdk + D^rver

Simple TKante

GivE ThANks WhEN
IT'S DUE
As the academic year draws to a close, it is
traditional for the University to reward students who
have been outstanding because of their
performance, either for academics or for student
leadership. These rewards can come in the form of
money, or a dinner, or the usual scrap of paper.
Along with these rewards should go the respect
and thanks of the student body and Fairfield
University community. Often, unfortunately, this is
not the case. It is an unfortunate attribute of human
nature that makes it easier to complain about the
occasional mistake rather than compliment a job
consistently well done. Dedicated and hard working
students put in many long hours to bring their fellow
students special services and events that would be
sorely missed.
The same names have a habit of appearing on
these list of acheivers, an occurence that many
students attribute to "cliques" or to an interest in
resume building. The simple truth is that these
students give up their lesiure and study time to do for
others, even though they are faced with the same
deadlines, papers, and tests as everyone else.
The Knights of Columbus who give up a Saturday
to run a picnic for handicapped children. The FUSA
commitee members who run May Day and
Dogwoods. The organizers of Campus Ministry
events, and all of the others who try and make things
better for Fairfield University. Match the time they put
in by taking the time out yourself to thank them for a
job well done. You can be sure it'll be appreciated.
PublicATioN Policy

PERSONAL ARGUMENTS OR REpliES should

be coNducTEd ON A IACE TO IACE bAsIs so

Ihc MIRROR WELCOMES \\\L
OplNiONS ANd CONTRlbuTlONS of ITS
REAdERs. LETTERS TO ThE EdlTOR,
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANd iNdEpENdENT ARTICIES
MAY be SUDMlTTEd TO Box AA OR TO ThE
MIRROR office IN THE qRouisd flooR of
GONZAQA HAII.

1) LETTERS MUST L>E REIEVANT ANd
TlMEly. 2) LETTERS MUST Also be
TYPEWRITTEN WITIH
A 20-0/ MARCJIN,
double spACEd. 5) LETTERS MUST b£
RECElVEd by 6:00 PM SATURCUV EVENINCJ
(OR pubucATioN The followlNq ThuRscky:
4) LETTERS TO iht EdlTOR MIST be
SiQNEd. Oily WiTh TftE EXpRESSEd
PERMISSION Of ThE MIRROR EdiTORJAl
BoARd will uNsiQNEd UTTERS be
published. 5) LETTERS which CONTAIN

ThE FAiRfiEld

lilAT ROOM CAN DE RESERVEd fOR MORE
QENERAliZEd TOplCS. 6) LETTERS MUST DE
fREE Of PERSONAL ATTACks, INACCURATE
fACTUAl MATERIAL, ANd LlLxl. 7) ALL
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANd OTHER SUDMiSSiONS
MUST LJE TYPEWRITTEN ANd RECElvcd by
5.00 PM ON ThE SuNcUy PRIOR TO
publlCATlON. PRIOR NOTlffcATiON by
pliONE OR MAil IS AdvlSEd. 8) ONCE
RECElVEd, All SUDMiSSiONS OECOME
TflE PROPERTY Of ThE RiRffcld
MIRROR. UNdER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
dOES ThE - MIRROR QUARANTEE
ptlbliCATiON
of
UNSOllclTEd
SUbMlSSiONS, ANd RESERVES ThE RiqhT
TO EdiT Such. ThE EdiTORlAl BOARd
ShAll dETERMiNE which ARTICLES Will
APPEAR. ThE BOARd'S dECISiON Is
flNAl.

M.RROR, INC.

LdiiOR-lN-Chltf Joseph C. DEVITO
EdlTOR ChRis MichAilof f
NEWS EdlTOR LYNN ANN CAscy
ASSISTANT NEWS EdlTOR ANNMARIE PuckhAbtR
FEATURES EdrroR SANdi DICESARE
CoMENTARy EdlTOR KivibtRly ANN GENOVA
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EdlTOR BRIAN DUNIEAVY
SPORTS EdlroRS ANdy DAVIS, Ric BROWN
PhoToqRAphy Michtl It ANN CliffoRd
GRAphlcs LisA HuqhEs, Chuck JohNSON
PROduCTlON MANACjER KAi FlORiAN MildENDCRQER
EXECUTIVE
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After I received the premature
announcement that my graduate
school - the Graduate School of
Communications at Fairfield
University— had been closed, I
heard through the infamous
grapevine that one of the reasons
was that a "dean" of Lhe school said
that people in top level
communications positions didn't
have or need post graduate
degrees.
The dean who would suggest
such an idiocy certainly wouldn't
get any vote of confidence from
me to teach at my alma mater. If
someone said something like that,
he's operating with his head in the
sand.
In increasing numbers,
communications advisors are
answering directly to the CEO's of
companies. There are dozens of
studies and books on it. It's the role
of these communicators to help
chief executives identify both
short
and
long
term
communications objectives and to
develop the communications
strategies and tactics to reach those
goals.
This can only be done if the
communications executives have

a strong understanding of
corporate, public, and yes,
political issues. And where do they
get that understanding? Through
education!
The International Association
of Business Communicators
(ABC) Foundation study of ABC
members, called Profile!87, shows
that better than 21% of U.S./
Canadian respondents hold
masters degrees (2% hold doctoral
degrees), as do 11.5% in the U.K.,
8.7% in Hong Kong, and 8.3% in
Australia.
Salaries among U.S./
Canadian respondents jumped
from an average of $34,500 for
those with an undergraduate
degree, to an average of $40,300
for those with a graduate degree.
Professional accreditation at both
levels meant a further jump - to an
average of S48,000. So there's the
tie between education and salary.
The
highest
paid
communicators, those with
salaries closer to $70,000, in the
U.S. and Canada, have the title of
vice president or executive
director. And there is no question
that they are at the top levels of
their organizations. Managers and
directors are also right up there. In
Profile/87, vice presidents made

up 3.3% of respondents; executive
directors, 1.8%; directors, 19.3.%;
and managers, 19.7%.
While I don't have figures that
directly tie education to title, it's
reasonable to assume that, at least
within
the
International
Association
of
Business
Communicators, the 5.1% in the
very top positions are among the
21% with advanced degrees.
That's been my personal
experience and knowledge.
It seems to me that Fairfield's
GradComm has simply been one
of the best kept secrets in the U.S.
It should have been marketed
internationally and it should have
made better use of GradComm
alumni and their donations.
You can be certain that my
planned giving (which includes a
corporate match) will cease when
the graduate school does.
Barbara W. Findley, ABC
Corporate Manager
Communications
Barnes Group Inc., Bristol, Ct.
Director-Professionalism
(including educational relations)
International Association of
Business Communicators
San Francisco, Ca

Teachers Removal Questioned
To the Editor,
Fairfield University, a school
which boasts of its superior level
of education, has a strange way of
rewarding those faculty members
who are responsible for it. For
example, Pauline Beard, professor
of English par excellence, is being
phased out of the department.
As an English major, this is an
unfortunate loss tome. Mrs. Beard
has done much to help me improve
my creative skills in particular, and
has influenced my efforts at
conscientious scholarship in
general. Her Modern British
Novel class is one in which
students
participate

Housemasters
Renamed
To the Editor,
We Jesuit faculty living in the
residence halls have changed our
title some time ago to "Resident
Jesuit." The term "Housemaster"
is not found in the dictionary, but

enthusiastically in response to her
cheerful querying for different
view points. Mrs. Beard knows
each of her students by name, and
always makes time for them if a
problem exists. She encourages
individuality and has a keen
understanding of her students'
different writing styles, thus
enabling her to help each student
say exactly what he or she means
without losing the flavor of his or
her own personal opinion. Mrs.
Beard's wit and insight combine to
motivate the student to get as much
as possible out of the class. All of
this makes for an invaluable
student/teacher relationship; what
import that has to education!

I can not help but consider
every student's educational
progress in jeopardy if exceptional
instructors like Mrs. Beard are
passed over for reasons as yet
unknown. In any case, I thank Mrs.
Beard and her Modern British
Writers class for providing my
fellow students and myself with a
much appreciated breath of fresh
air, amid the suffocating closetlike atmosphere of some other
teaching styles. I ask the powers
that be to rethink such hypocrisy,
and I wish you well, Mrs. Beard.
Good bye and good luck. l

hearkens back to Elizabethan
times. This era was quite
inhospitable to Jesuits, as attested
to by Campion, Ogilvie, and
Southwell, who were hanged,
drawn and quartered. We find the
term Housemaster at best
pretentious - referring to neither
house nor master. The new, simple
title "Resident Jesuit" is easy to
remember: RJ rhymes with RA.

Puzzle Solution

Rev. J. MacDonnell, R. J.
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Possible Women's Courses Raise Consciousness
David Williams
Frank Schweitzer
It was with great pleasure
that we read the 4/14/88
Mirror article announcing the long overdue opening of
the Women's Resource Center.
We feel this is a tremendous breakthrough for the women of Fairfield. For too long women have
been oppressed by ruthless male
dominance. Fairfield has been
plagued by sexism and it is with
this knowledge that we hail the
Women's Resource Center as a
triumph for the female students on
campus.
However, we agree with the
student who expressed concern for
further changes in Fairfield policy:
"there should be more women
teachers and more women consciousness courses offered." One
great injustice that currently
haunts Fairfield is the sexist designation of rest rooms; the male is
represented in his untainted form,
while the female is encumbered
with the traditional garment that
all women have come to be associated with, i.e., the skirt. It is with
great shame and embarrassment
that we have been burdened with
this male-generated stereotype.
We demand the immediate correction of this situation. This should
only mark the beginning of greater
changes concerning the Fairfield
faculty and curriculum.
In accordance with the student
quoted above, we feel there should
be an increase in the number of

women professors on campus. The
sex of the prospective professors
should be the first and foremost
factor in employment decisions.
The University would undoubtedly benefit from this action. We
also agree with the student's desire
for more "women consciousness
courses." All of the current classes
mandatory in the core curriculum
place undue emphasis on the role
of men in traditional Western
thought and society. This narrowminded focus ignores the more
importantrole of women. We have
initiated a superior alternative. A
brief summary of our proposal for
"women consciousness courses"
is produced here:
AS 105 THE RISE OF THE
AMERICAN WOMAN
This course provides students
with an overview of the development of the modern American
woman and her role in traditional
male-dominated societies. Included is a brief summary of economic, social, and political factors.
BI 71 THE RE INTERPRETATION OF THE FEMALE
BODY
This course provides an increased "consiousness" of
changes in the accepted definition
of the female anatomy. Topics
include the androgynous woman,
transsexuality, and lesbianism.
Prerequisite: AS 105.
CA 191 COMMUNICATION
OF COMMON FEMALE EXPERIENCES
This course provides "a place

for women to meet and hold discussion groups." The newly developed Women's Resource Center
will be utilized as the classroom.
Prerequisites: AS 105, BI71.
EC 248 CAPITALIST DESTRUCTION OF THE FEMALE
SPIRIT
This course provides an extensive history of the ravages of capitalism on women. Special emphasis will be given to injustices facing the modern day working
woman and possible socialistic
alternatives to capitalism. Prerequisites: AS 105, CA 191.
EN 289 MODERN WOMEN
WRITERS
For course description please
see 87/88 Fairfield catalog.
FA 92 EXPLOITATION OF
THE WOMAN IN AMERICAN
FILM
A basic study of roles women
have been forced to play in modern
American cinema. Male-generated stereotypes will be explored.
The "Dumb Blonde Syndrome"
will be examined thoroughly and
dispelled. Similar examinations
will focus on the myth of the
woman as "home-maker, wife and
mother." Hollywood's misrepresentation of women as gentle,
maternal figures will be erased as
well. Students will study Mary's
role in typical Biblical cinematic
productions and acquire the
truth—Mary was a militant feminist revolutionary. Prerequisites:
AS 105.BI71.
HI 371 WOMEN AS THE
DRIVING FORCE IN WORLD

The Battle Over Lighting Up
Kimberly Genova
Since NO SMOKING
signs have begun to go
up, the cry about rights
has almost been deafening. Governments and employees have a
tremendous amount of freedom in
this sensitive area. In fact, it is not
even necessary for them to prove
that the presumed offense is harmful. Instead, it is enough for it to be
annoying. Courts have been very
likely to allow restrictions that are
meant to remedy a public health
concern. John Kirkwood of the
Chicago Lung Associations says,
"Your rights as a smoker end
where my nose begins."
He's probably right.
Just how deferential the
courts are
willing to be
was exemplified last year when
a federal appeals court rejected the argument that the
Constitution protects smok
ing. The judges did not feel that
smoking was related to "fundamental and intimate human functions protected by the constitutional right to privacy."
The notion that employers can
dictate the behavior of employers
enrages civil libertarians. However, in making its ruling, the
appeals court used a classic legal
"balancing test," determining that
the limit on individual liberty was
justified by a rational purpose.
With the evidence that "side
stream" smoke is a health threat to
nonsmokers, lawyers believe most

on-the-job smoking bans will be
upheld. The restrictions for private companies are even easier to
impose since they are not subject
to the constitutional constraints
that apply to public employers.
Judges are just as unequally
willing to order bans, however.
Only a few nonsmoking workers
have had success in court fighting
for on-the-job smoke-free environments in order to comply with
the legal requirement of a safe
workplace. "The courts want
employees and employers to resolve these issues themselves," says San
Fran-

Labor Lawyer John Fox,
who has worked for the
Tobacco Institute, an industry group. One lawsuit pending in the Washington State Supreme Court is trying a new approach. Nonsmoker Helen McCarthy claims she developed a
chronic lung disease as a result of
cigarette smoke in her office.
Since she was refused worker's
compensation by her employer,
the state, her lawyer believes she
has the right to sue for damages.
When companies do forbid
smoking, there isn't much that
smokers can do. Private companies have enormous power to set
conditions for their employees, as
long as they do not discriminate on
the basis of race, religion, sex, age

or handicap. The argument that
nicotine addiction is a handicap
has been rejected in the courts so
far. Unions are able to require
management to bargain about any
new smoking rules before they can
go into effect.
The anticigarette advocates
may want to clear the smoke, but
who will enforce the laws that
forbid smoking in public places?
The consent of the governed is
essential for the smoking bans to
succeed. In New York City about
70 health inspectors will be responsible for seeing that
\ 15,000 restaurants
obey the new law. This
4 ( is an impossible task
for these inspectors to
do alone.
>x The City
Health
Commissioner, Stephen Joseph,
argues that compliance will not depend on inspectors; self-restraint,
peer pressure and citizen complaints will be the enforcers. This
is true throughout the country.
Lawmakers can most likely look
for obedience from nonsmokers—
70% of the population—and guilty
acquiescence by the 90% of all
smokers who want to quit.

HISTORY
From Joan of Arc to Eleanor
Smeal: An intensive study of
women in history that uncovers the
male-perpetuated, psuedo-historic fallacy that designates men as
the primary force in the world's
development. Prerequisites: AS
105, BI 71, CA 191, EC 248, EN
289, FA 92.
HI 386 STUDY OF THE
NICARAGUAN WOMAN
A program taught in conjunction with the Latin American Studies department. This course provides the student with an increased
"consciousness" of the plight
Central American women face
from hostile Contra forces and the
CIA. Illegal U.S. involvement in
Nicaragua will be a focus of study.
The benefits of the Sandinista
regime in general (increased human rights, freedom of speech,
religion, etc.) and on women in
particular will be discussed. NO
PREREQUISITE—TAKE THIS
CLASS!
PO 265 WOMEN IN THE
NUCLEAR AGE
This class emphasizes the disastrous effects of U.S.-Soviet relations. Special emphasis will be
placed on the responsibility of all
women to rise in opposition of all
women to rise in opposition to the
foolish dedication of Ronald Reagan to the nuclear arms race.
Psychological effects of living in
immediate peril of nuclear obliteration will be addressed. Prerequisites: AS 105, EC 248, HI
371, HI 286.
ACROSS
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1 Distress signal
2 Moccasin
3 King of Judah
4 Hits
5 Mediterranean v
.. island
6 Sun god
7 Limb
8 Vegetable
9 Cheated
10 Assistant
11 Secluded valley
16 More frigid
20 Vipcr
22 River in Siberia
23 Ceremony
24 Smooth
25 Roman 101
26 Cry
30 Place of worship
32 Dines
33 Sagacious

12
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55 Concerning
57 Insect
61 Ventilate
62 Spoken
64 Shore bird
65 Rodent
66 Domesticate
67 Stalk

1 Resorts
5 Shellfish
9 Tattered cloth
12 Kiln
13 Unusual
14 Lubricate
15 Not abundant
17 Coroner: abbr.
18 Poem
19 Greek letter
21 Souvenir
23 Rash
27 Exist
28 Covered with ivy
29 Vessel
31 Condensed
moisture
34 Symbol for
tellurium
35 Stitch
37 Wager
39 Three-toed
sloth
40 Goal
42 Crimson
44 Encounters
46 Latin
conjunction
48 Scatter
50 Railroad station
53 Beer ingredient
54 Guido's high
note

ThE opiisiONs

TriOSE Of ThE

PY 369 WOMEN, SEX, AIDS
AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL
TRAUMA
This class uncovers the mystery of AIDS. Women will be
taught to view alternative sexual
life-styles as equally valid. The
psychological pressures associ- "
ated with women and their traditional sexual duties will be examined. Alternative sexual practices
will be explored and encouraged.
Prerequisites: BI71.
RSI37 FEMINIST THEOLOGY
See Fairfield 87/88 catalog.
SO 349 HOMELESS WOMEN
IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN SOCIETY
This course provides muchneeded insight into the problem
that the male-dominated Reagan .
administration has caused due to
their excessive military spending.
Construction of unsightly shacks
on our otherwise beautiful Fairfield campus will be advised in
order to raise "consciousness."
Prerequisite: AS 105. We expect
that these modest proposals will be
reviewed and implemented by the
faculty and administration.
Authors' note: although we
are not women, have never been
women, nor ever will be women,
we have been deeply moved by the,
plight of today's woman. It is in
solidarity with the downtrodden
that we have created the preceding
program so that the entire student
body can cry out in one uniform
voice against today's merciless
male bourgeoisie.
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HOUR BROACICASTS WEII

Brian Dunleavv

Arts and Entertainment
Editor
From April 25th until Saturday, April 30th, the Fairfield University Playhouse has and will
present, I940's Radio Hour, a
parody of a Christmas radio show
fictitiously aired
in 1942. A
nostalgia
piece,
l h c
play
involves the audience by "casting" them as
the audience of the radio
show. Audience applause is
cued and one becomes immediately enthralled.
Directed for the playhouse by
Mark Graham, 1940's Radio Hour
is an ensemble piece. The Mutual
Manhattan Variety Cavalcade, led
by Cliffton A. Fcddington (the
troupe the show is based on) performs at the Hotel Astor's Algonquin Room and is broadcast over
the radio on WOV.
Michael Heglcy turns in his
third fine performance as the

troupe's leader Cliffton A. Fcddington. Sean Lawless, as feature
singer Johnny Cantone, also follows up his excellent work in 1959
Pink Thundcrbird very well.
Another playhouse veterans,
Maura Rowc and Tara Lucano are
also terrific as Ginger Brooks and
Ann Collier, respectively. Lisa
Lewis,

a
s
singer Geneva
Lee
Browne, turned a fine performance and Christian Schrader
as comedian Neal Tidcn was extremely entertaining. Also performing well were, Amy Hargreaves as Connie Miller, Lee
Hilgarten as Biff Baker, and David
Masi as B.J. Gibson.
Of special note were the characters of Wally and Lou, played by
Brad Kronen and James Cullen.

Both were cast perfectly for their
roles and did an outstanding job.
Especially entertaining was
Cullen's performance during the
Charles Dickens' sketch.
Choregraphed by Steve Frcedman, the musical was presented
excellently and left the audience
with many, fond memories. Musically the production was
equally brilliant. The orchestra, led by Oren
Grossman as
the pia n o
player
Z o o t ,
supported
wonderful singing performances
by Tara Lucano, Maura Rowe,
Lisa Lewis, Amy Hargreaves and
Sean Lawless. Michael Hegley
was cast perfectly as the announcer as his voice is definitely
suited for radio.
The Playhouse has done a terrific adaptation of 194()'s Radio
Hour and the musical promises to
be even better fof upcoming performances. I would definitely
recommend seeing the finale of
this Playhouse season.

The Fairfield Mirror

WbNdEROlS
Robert Amoroso
Keeping Busy

STORJES

I was told to keep this one short, so I will
oblige...Big video release news: E.T. may be out on
video this October...Or not..Seems Spielberg and Co.
are mysterious on the details, but stay tuned...Other
notable releases: look for Nuts sometime in June....As
well as Hope and Glory coming May 25....Hear about
the movie pairing of Whitney Houston and Robert
DeNiro?...Thankfully, nothing is official but people
are talking...Everybody knows Whitney has no stage
presence, so movies may be something she should
avoid....Sorry folks, I heard Jennifer Grey and
Matthew Broderick are history as a couple...I guess
she got tired of driving...Birthday wishes go out to
Russ (last Sunday) Paquettc.He makes a fine
Duke...Also, (no chance at forgetting this one) Mark
Heidelberger will turn 22 Tuesday....Between liking
Ian Hunter, being a Met fan, and tolerating me as a
housemate, the man is class all the way...Thanks all
folks for now, this was the last conventional
Wonderous Stories column....There may not be a next
year....But there is certainly next week...Get
ready....Tempus Fugit

ATTENTJON STUCIENTS:

ShippiNq

On
Your
Mark...
The job search race will soon be on.
Let us help you get off to a good start.
Human Resources can advise you on resume
writing, interviewing skills and you may want to
take advantage of our word processing training.
Call today!

Human Resources, Inc.

OUT?

Mailboxes Etc. USA has everything
you need. We will ship your package the best way... UPS, Emory,
etc.
We also have boxes, tape, and
shipping supplies, or, let us pack
it for you.
We are located V/2 miles from
Fairfield University at 2490 Blackrock Turnpike in the White Birch
Plaza, 374-3354.

377-7099
HR Temporary Services

377-7069

Stationhouse Square, 2505 Main St., Stratford, CT

10% off shipping with
student ID

ARTS
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OPERA PERFORMANCE
(PR) In just about a month, the
lights will lower in the main auditorium of the Rippowam Arts
Center, on high Ridge Road in
Stamford, and the curtains will
part on the first act scene of
trouper's Light Opera Company's
1988 production of Ruddigore, or
the Witch's Curse, by Sir William
Gilbert and Sir Arthur Sullivan.
First presented at London's
Savoy Theatre on January 22,
1877. Ruddigore was written as a
sptx)f of the more bloodthirsty
melodrama popular at the lime.
Ruddigore, set on the Cornish
coast in a rural village, also features a gloomy baronial hall with
portraits of "ancestors" on the
walls, boasts one of the largest
casts of leading players and secondary leads of any G & S operetta.
Troupers has effectively filled this
demanding cast requirement with
singers from New Jersey to Hartford, under the artistic direction of
Ron Luchsingcr and musical direction of Mahlon Peterson.
In the role of Robin Oakapplc
(a young farmer) we will hear
Luckcy Heath of Wcstporl; Richard Dauntless (his foster brother, a
Man O' Wars man) is played by
Paul Bcrryman of Ridgcficld both veterans of Trouper roles. Sir
Dcspard Murgalroyd
(a wicked baronet)
will be sung by David
Schancupp,
of
Guilford, who has
played such characters for Troupers as
John Wellington
Wells in Sorcerer,
and the title character
in The Mikado.

Rose's aunt. The roles of Zorah
and Ruih, excellent "professional
barmaids," have been cast with
Linda Palmer and Lesley Looscmorc, who hail from Ridgcficld and
Norwalk, respectively.
There arc also the ten "ghosls"
of Murgalroyd ancestors, some of
whom materialize in a spooky and
exciting second act. These characters in the costumes of their period
or calling will be played by Guy
Sircllon of Old Greenwich, Ken
Dean and John Platcnyk of Norwalk, John Dighlon of Bedford,
NY, Lcn Augcnlicht of Redding,
Tim Domini of Lcona, NJ, and
Bob Hayoz, Rick Littlcficld, and
Chris King of New Canaan. They
arc led in fine scpulchcral tones by
Bill Chaisson of Norwalk, who
plays Sir Roderick Murgalroyd,
the twenty-first Baronet of Ruddigorc!
Supported by a full orchestra,
thcy'llall be on stage at Rippowam
on tnc evenings of April 30, and
May 6 and 7. A fourth performance will be offered at the Palace
Theatre in New Haven on the
Night of May 14. Tickets arcavailablc by calling Trouper Ticket
Manager John Platcnyk at 8537843, or Ken Dean in Norwalk at
846-1197.

The sweet character of Rose Maybud
(a village maiden)
will be interpreted by
Diane
Bambino,
from Riverside. The
eccentric Mad Margaret is played by
Virginia Kramer of
West Hartford. June
Phillips of Wcslon,
who's contralto has
graced many Trouper
productions, will
play Dame Hannah,
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LENNY BRUCE RIM
(PR) Filmed in San Francisco
in August 1966 during Lenny
Brucc's next to last stage
appearance, The Lenny Bruce
Performance Film is the only
complete performance by the
comedian ever recorded on film.
Prcmicring Wednesday, May 11 at
11PM on Thirteen, the hour long
program is introduced by Dustin
Hoffman, who was nominated for
an Academy Award in 1974 for his
portrayl of Bruce in the feature
film Lenny.
In The Lenny Bruce
Performance Film, recorded as
evidence for his New York
obscenity trial, Bruce reads from
the actual trial transcripts (which
according to the comedian
contained 2,130 errors) and

performs some of the bits
described in them. He lakes
humorous swipes at Lyndon
Johnson, relationships, prison,
religion, and the state of Alaska as
well.
One of the most controversial
and tragic figures of the 196()'s,
Bruce used biting social
commentary and profanity inj his
act, which brought him arrests for
obscenity in Chicago, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, and New
York. He often discussed sex,
drugs, race, and religion as part of
his routine, bringing on the ire of
local civic leaders.
Bruce was acquitcd of
obscenity in San Fransisco,
making it the only city in which he
could perform without fear of

AiREd
arrest. In 1966, he was convicted
of obscenity in New York, and
sentenced to two years in prison,
but the conviction was overturned
two years later. Sorlly after the
conviction, Bruce died of a drug
overdose at age 42.
"It's sad that this is his only
legacy on film," says John
Magnuson, producer of the film.
"Bruce was fighting for his
professional life. He was going to
jail. With this film he wanted tosay
'This is what I want to do.'"
The
Lenny
Bruce
Performance Film was produced
by John Magnuson Associates and
is distributed by the Interregional
Program Service/ Eastern
Educational Network.

Music WiNNERS ANNOUNCEd
| PR | The 1987 Music City
Song Festival winners were
announced recently and entrants
arc already reaping the benefits of
the exposure from entering the
competition and prestige of
earning awards.
Gary Michaels, of Victoria, Texas,
won First Place in the Vocal
Division, Country Category and
Second Place in the Professional
Song Division, Country Category
with "Loneliness Don't Live Here
Anymore." When he learned of
his awards he was in Nashville to
meet with recording executives,
and his visit MCSFslaff included a
trip to B.M.I, where he was signed
as a writer on (he spot. He and his
band, "Prisoner," appear in the
current motion picture, "Johnny
Be Good," in the Texas barbecue
scene performing "Loneliness
Don't Live Here Anymore."
Brothers Ken and Steve Burkhart,
of Lawrcnccburg, Ind., won the
$6,000 Professional Song
Division Grand Prize, and also in
that division they earned First
Place in both the Pop/Top 40 and
Rock/R&B/Soul Categories and
Third Place in the Country
Category.
They, loo, look
advantage of their MCSF awards
during a recent trip to Nashville
that resulted in the signing of their
winning songs to prestigious Tree
International publishing company.
When they dropped by the MCSF
office with their newly-signed
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publishing contract, they credited
their success in the 1987
competition for getting in the door
with Tree.
Steve Smith, of Marysvillc,
Calif., earned Second and Fourth
Place in the Amateur Song
Division, Gospel Category and
Fifth Place in the Vocal Division,
Gospel Category. He recently
signed a five-year recording
contract and is scheduled to
perform at the Gospel Music
Association's upcoming Dove
Awards.
Lyndic Smith, of Bumaby,
British Columbia, Canada, won
Third Place in the Country
Category of the Vocal Division
performing her song, "Whistle For
My Pony." Her recording was
released as a single on Canada's
Redstone Records in March.
Other entries—not necessarily lop
winners—have sparked interest
on the part of music industry
executives who judged the
competition, and publishers
continue to express interest in
reviewing MCSF entries.
Established in 1979, the
Music City Song Festival has
awarded hundreds of thousands of
dollars and given thousands of
aspiring song writers, vocalists
and lyricists the opportunity to
showcase their material to the
music industry professionals who
judge the competitions. Over the
years, countless entrants have

been able to launch successful
music careers as result of entering
the MCSF.
Each year, the MCSF also
publishes a free, educational
magazine, Soundmakers, that
features articles written by
recognized music industry
experts. The 1988 edition of
Soundmakers is scheduled for
publication in July.
The MCSF has five: Amateur
Song, Professional Song, Amateur
Vocal Performance, Lyric and
Lyric Poem. Except for Lyric
Poem, each of these divisions is
further broken down into Rock/
R&B/Soul, Gospel, Pop/Top 40,
Country, MOR/Easy Listening/
Jazz, and Novelty /Miscellaneous
categories, with cash prizes
awarded in each. The upcoming
ninth annual MCSF competition
will begin in May, and entries will
accepted until September 1, 1988,
for Song and Vocal Divisions and
until October 15, 1988, for Lyric
and Lyric Poem Divisions. An
official entry form and entry fee
are required.
To request entry information
and the free 1988 Soundmakers
magazine, write to MCSF, P.O.
Box 17999-x, Nashville, TN
37217 or call (615) 834-(X)27
between 8AM and 5PM Central
Time. Inquiries will also receive a
free copy of the 1987 edition of
Soundmakers while the supply
lasts.

MANOR PHOTO SALE IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
STARTING NEXT MONDAY

FREE!
Digital Camouflage Watch
with purchase of surplus or
camouflage clothing
(purchase over $25)
1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke. • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.

822 Post Road East
Westport, Ct 06880

203-226-2880

SSfififiSSP
ENJOY SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY'S MADRID CAMPUS
COMPLETE CURRICULUM IN ENGLISH, SPANISH
Liberal Arts, Business, Science, Hispanic Studies
July Session Includes:
Graduate Program in Hispanic Studies
SLU is an AA/EOE
Apply NOW for SUMMER & FALL! INFORMATION.
Tel.: 1(800) 325-6666 • 221 N Grand Blvd • St. Louis,
MO 63103
or c/o de La Vina, 3 • Madrid 28003
... in the classroom with more than 700 Spanish students.

HAPPY H0UP M0N-FP! 4-7PM
$1.00 DPAFTS
$(.00 OFF MIXED DPIWS
FPEE HOPS D 0EUVPES

Make your reservations for Dogwoods

Classifieds/Announcements
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"Write in Style" Typing Service - Quality work at

Wanted— Intelligent management or marketing minded

Attention Business Students - Commission sales

reasonable prices. References available. Call Rheaat366-8660

junior or senior female to help small Fairfield business, \tery

opportunity. Sell computer information systems on campus. Be

for rales and information.

flexible hours. Call 259-2089.

on the edge of technology Gain the technical and business
experience industry is looking for. No investment! For

Landmark painting is looking for responsible students to
paint this summer. Super wages including benefits and bonuses

Summer Jobs for the Environment - Earn $2500-53500,

interview, call Diversified Information Systems Company

- will train. Your ability to earn money is directly related to your

PIRGs hiring summer staff in 60cities including Fairfield, New

(D.I.S.C. Ltd.) between the hours of 1PM &4PMMon. through

desire to excel at your job. Call 254-3061.

Haven, Boston, DC, Berkeley, Seattle, Philadelphia, Storrs,

Fri., Sat. 9Am & 12Noon, at 283-5015. Serious inquiries only.

Summer position -housepainlers needed. Will train, S69/hour. Greenwich area. College Pro Painters 869-6728.

Hartford, and LA. Career opportunities also available. Call
Kate toll free at 1 -800-622-2202.

An education for 1those who can't look the other way.
• agi^y

wp1'■'
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If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve College of Human
Development Professions
you can leam to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
classroom theory with
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Education
Programs
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading
• Curriculum and
Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Master of Science
Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences
Athletic Training
Biomechanics
Clinical Exercise Physiology •
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport &
Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation Counseling
Speech-Language
v Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs
•Counseling
• Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
•SpecialEducation
#"Y#
■Lf

The Fairfield Mirror
(PR) - Elaine Kokoska, a senior who
recently donated SI00 to Senior Giving, is
the winner of a set of Senior Week tickets.
Kokoska won these tickets in a recent raffle
with other senior week major donors and
senior gift class agents.
According to the Office of Alumni
Relations, other raffle prizes are still
available for senior donors, and all gift-club
donors who have paid S3 5 or more will be
invited to a special reception with Father
Kelley on May 3.
As of last Friday, the class of '88 had
raised a total of 58,787 in gifts and pledges.
If the class makes its goal of 510,000, a
decorative post clock will be installed near
the Campus Center, with a plaque honoring
the Class of 1988.
Bob Carangelo, and Eileen Devenny,
Co-Chairman of the Senior Giving
Committee, are urging all students who
have not yet given to make a gift today. "If
two hundred students make a gift of S10
each before graduation, we will easily make
that goal," says Carangelo.
Gifts can be made in person or by mail to
the Alumni House at Southwell Hall, or over
the phone with a credit card, at 254-4280.

ART SHOW
This week, Mary Morris, a Fairfield
senior, will present an exhibit of her
artwork entiiledWorks on Paper, as
part of an independent study course.
The opening reception will be
Thursday May 5 from 4:30 to 7:00 in
Loyola Hall, RM 5. The exhibit will
also be open Monday through Friday
from 2:00-5:00PM, Sunday
10:00AM-2:00PM. Admission is
free.

_j
^
Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University

An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.

EARN
UP TO

AN
HOUR

PACKAGE
HANDLERS

(Up to 70 lbs.)

UPS, a Fortune 500 company, offers part-time year round positions
with terrific earnings potential and great benefits.
Shifts available in our Stratford facility:
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Honeyspot Road, Stratford,
Exit 31 off I-95. No phone calls please. Interviews will be conducted 9:00-11:00 a.m. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday. Interviews on Wednesday, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Shifts available in our Norwalk facility:
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at the Norwalk UPS facility, 190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk.
Interviews will be conducted 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Monday, Interviews on Wednesday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

United Parcel Service
An equal opportunity employer M/F
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Stags Halt Skid -- Baseballers Edge Providence, Fordham
Andy Davis
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University
Baseball team closed out their
MAAC conference schedule
on a positive note Sunday by
dropping conference champion Fordham, 5-4. The win
capped the three game weekend series in which the Stags
lost the opening contests 7-6
and 6-3. Earlier in the week,
Fairfield had snapped a 7 game
losing streak by edging Big
East conference leader Providence, 8-7. In that game junior
Mike Andrews, campaigning
for a Dogwood date, was one
out away from his second career victory but a 9th inning
Friar run tied the game and left

Andrews 299 wins away from
the elusive 300 club. Luckily,
the Stags rebounded for a run in
the bottom of the inning to give
senior Brian Tousignant his
first win of the season. Here is
a close-up look at the Fordham
series:
Fordham 7 Fairfield

for 3 runs as Matt McLaughlin
walked and was promptly
doubled home by Joe Griener.
Buchanan then singled home
Griener, stole second, and was
plated by a Chris Cook single.
The effort was too little, too late
as the rains came after 5 inning.
Senior Jose Perez started and
took the loss for the Stags.

In a contest shortened by
rain, the Stags were unable to
rally back from a 7-3 Fordham
lead. Dan Buchanan lead the
effort with a l-for-2 performance, which included 2 rbi's
and 2 runs scored. Freshman
Rob Banasiak and junior Joe
Solimine each collected two
hits in 3 plate appearances. The
Stags rallied in the 4th inning

Fordham 6 Fairfield 3
In this game, six different
Stag players each collected one
hit a piece, but it still wasn't
enough for starter and loser
Steve Becker. Fairfield opened
the initial frame with a run and
a 1-0 lead. Rob Banasiak,
continuing a sensational freshman year, singled and scored to
put the Stags ahead. Freshmen

6

John Mitchell and Mike Plansky took time off the lynx and
tallied an rbi each. Mike Andrews pitched the final 2/3 of
the contest yielding just one hit.

Gardner earned his first win of
the season pitching in relief of
sophomore starter Ron Jason.
John Dieli pitched the final
inning to gain his second save.

Fairfield 5 Fordham 4
With their backs up against
the wall and the threat of another sweep at hand, the Stags
fought back to score 4 runs in
the bottom of the 8th inning to
finally beat the Rams 5-4.
Chris Cook came through in
the clutch with two doubles and
two key rbi's. Dave Arnott,
who wrecked havoc in MAAC
play this year, singled twice in
4 at-bats, while left fielder Joe
Griener had
two game saving rbi's in the
crucial 8th with a double. Matt

Stag Notes: Fairfield improved their record to 11-24
with the Fordham victory.
Mike Svab continues his bid
for the team triple crown with a
.357 average, 27 rbi's, and 4
home runs. Chris Cook will
make the race interesting with a
.349 clip, 2 home runs, and 25
rbi's as the Stags approach the
final week of the season. The
final home games will be a
Sunday doubleheader vs.
Mercy starting at 12:00 and
Wednesday vs. Manhattan
beginning at 3:30.

Students/College graduates
Start your Career & Earn
Experience with...

\
^Temporary s
Services
525 Bridgeport Ave.-Shlt. 926-9393
39 Stonybrook Rd.-Stfd. 386-1782

^Dad was right.
^u get what
youpayfor.^

M®H»CIY
The FUN
Party Supply
Shop

• SINGING
TELEGRAMS
•BALLOON
ARRANGEMENTS
• COSTUMED
CHARACTERS

SPECIAL
DELIVERIES
from$25

More people choose
AT&T over any other long
distance service. Because,
with AT&T, it costs less
than you think to get the
service you expect, like
clearer connections,
24-hour AT&T operator
assistance, instant credit
on wrong numbers. And
the assurance that we can
put virtually every one
of your calls through the
first time. That's the genius
of the AT&T Worldwide
Intelligent Network.
So When it's time to
make a choice, remember,
it pays to choose AT&T.
If you'd like to know
more about our products
or services, like the
AT&T Card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

Call for details

VISIT OUR
CARD & QIFT
SHOP

AT&T

1875 Black Rock Tpke

The right choice.

FAIRFIELD
Off Katona Drive, behind
Newmark & Lewis
FAIRFIELD

NORWALK

367-1876

852-1876
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ThE FAIRflEld
AMbASSAdORS Of SONQ
DANJEI G. ROWIANCI

'74 - REV. WilliAM F VERRJIIJ '75
Co-DiRECTORS
PRESENT

ThE

REV.

JohN P

MURRAY, S.J. - SiMON
MEMORIAI CONCERT

HARAk

SATURdAy, ApRil 50, 1988, 7:50 PM
KIEJN MEMORJAI AudiTORiuivi, BRidqEpoRT
STudENT

SI wiTh FAiRfidd UNivERsiTy ID.
TickETS AVAiUblE AT dooR>

RATE

DiRECTiONS fROM FU.: 1-95 NORTh
TO

ExiT 27. TAI<E NRST IEFT TO

SECONd liqhT. LEIT AQAJN, IAST
RiqhT ONTO PARk AVE. Go 1 1/4
blocks dowN ON RiqhT (ACROSS
fROM BRidqEpoRT ChRyslER).

ThE BENSONiANS
AivibASSAdoRS of SoNq BARDERshop

QUARTET.
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Red Ruggers Roll To Victory In Rutgers Tourney
While mosl students were
snugly snoring away in bed at
7AM last Saturday, the Fairficld
Mcns' Rugby Club departed to
New Jersey for the Rutgers
Tournamcnl.
Although the
Management Eschclon got the
team there an hour and
a hall early, hopes for a
good showing were
high.
The first challenge
lacing the Red Ruggers
was those Ivy Leaguers
from Princeton. Pregame drills were
difficult because the
freshman member of
the
Management
Eschclon overslept,
leaving the team ballless. However, the host
was kind enough to
lend them one. and it
was off to the game.
The word was that to
win "we must play hard
and play well."
Play began with
the Fairficld scrum
playing
well,
manhandling
Princeton's soft style.
Two Sieve Kane
penally kicks had the
good guys on lop 6-0
when a dirty Tiger Ruggers
realized our secret
weapon and proceeded
lo injure Mr. Kane. The half ended
wilh spectators gabbing about the
play of Greg Tolc, Brian Logan,
and Moose. The second half
wasn't as nice. A try and a penally
kick by Princeton helped them
sneak by Fairficld, 7-6. Tough
games were played by Dave
Mullan, Hank Blaney, and the

second rows.
In between A games, the
Killer Bees look the field againsi
Delaware. Jim Coughlin's firsi
half try provided Ihconly points of
(he game. One Ihc Held, Jimmy

to play Rugby. It's just unnatural.
While Army was having a tea party
wilh their B side in thcoihcr semifinal, Fairficld took the field
against the Black Death of
Rutgers. Except for John O'Brien,
who seemed lo be making every
tackle, play was
uninspired. No one
let Rutgers in on our
decision lo lcl them
win,
bul
(hey
undcrsiood when
they realized they
would be laking the
pilch againsi ihc
Cadets. Being the
good sports that we
arc, we stayed lo
observe the final.

paved Ihc way for O'Connor's
heroics.
Defense-women Kris
Van der Lindc, Jen O'Mallcy, and
Chris Ezclius helped hold back
Trinily while Barbara O'Rourkc
controlled the ball for the final
minute of play.
More Lax Facts: Trinily had
sported a lofty 5-1 record prior to
facing the Lady Stags...Fairficld is
now 3-3...ihc final home game is
tomorrow al 4:(X) p.m. al Barlow
Field...Thc first KKX) fans will
receive an autographed picture of
their favorite chick wilh a stick, so
avoid the traffic by gelling lo ihc
game early.

Fairfield's Finish cont'd
Continued from page 16.
Game 3: Fairficld 11 - Iona 0

The only difference bclwccn
this game and the previous day's
game was that this lime Fairfield's
defeated opponent was getting
dispatched to New Rochcllc. Oh
yeah, anolhcr minor difference
was that this lime Zagajcski decided lo be more slingy and allow
no hits in the contest.
Kim was the story in this game.
She carried a perfect game for 4 1/
3 innings and a fifth inning walk
was the only blemish on a ncarspolless score card. She had cighl
Neither rain, nor slccl, nor
strikeouts including a siring of
snow could stop these girls,
seven
although Moihcr Nalure
slraight
did her bcsl lo dampen
and
Ihc
Ihcir spirits. Two Trinity
Lady Gaels
goals in the opening
were only
minutes of Ihc game were
able to hit
quickly matched by
two balls
center Annie Grimaldi,
oul of ihc
who wound up with 5 on
infield.
theday. Co-captain Ellen
On the
Mcaglc followed with 4
offensive
tallies and Mo Mooncy
side, the
chipped in 2 goals to ihc
bats
reFairficld cause.
Comained on
captain Kathy O'Rourkc
fire as Ihc
and Tricia Hanlcy added
ladies
a goal a piece lo put the
knocked
Lady Slags up 13-12 al
out eleven
halflime. A Trinity goal
hits.
early in ihc second half
Co-Captain Joe Solimine awaits a Mike Andres'fastball in last
Ferguson
lurned Ihc game into a
week's 8-7 viclory over Providence. Article on page 13.
and Pcrfierce defensive bailie
Photo by Brian Russell
sparc conand stellar goal tending
The Fairficld University
women's lacrosse team continued
their winning ways last week (with
ihc exception of a momentary 8-3
lapse againsi Yale on Wednesday)
as ihey pulled off another amazing
upsci viclory over Trinity College.
Lady's Lax legend Pally
O'Connor netted the final goal of
ihc game wilh 1:12 left, pushing
Fairficld lo a 14-13 viclory.

Matt Mullham, Brian Green,
Logan, Dave Mullan, and Dave
Gallagher on lop of thrcc^Symko
conversions made the final 49-0.
The second rows continued lo
dominate and John O'Brien was
sticking everyone in sight. Jimmy

Scrum Notes: The
Red
Ruggers
compeled in the first
Annual Paul I. Davis
Cup competition on
April 16 as part of
Ihcir
25lh
Anniversary Gala
Celebration.
The
present day Ruggers
defeated the Alumni
Ruggers and gel lo
keep Ihc Davis Cup
for one year. Prof.
Davis, who has been
Young and Old Gather For The Paul I Davis Cup Presentation At the 25lh Aniversary Of The Rugby Club
leaching history
Photo by Rich Nunzianle since
Fairficld
opened ils doors has
Goodwin and Kevin Rcardon seven points by kicker Paul Simko Galligan set a Rulgcrs record by served as ihc Rugby Club's
excelled. Off Ihc field, Fagan and left Fairficld wilh a 19-0 halflime being the first player lo ever count modcralor for the club's entire
Wilh a an impressive cxislcncc.This Saturday brings
A nice show by Tom assists.
Turtle took the ball and ran. Rob lead.
Weiss got an "A" lor effort for O'Connor, late arrival #2, wasf"as victory under I heir belts/the boys Holy Cross, John Carroll, and
laking the train down after missing halflime hig'hlighi for the ladies on in black and red bussed lo Holiday Southern Connecticut in for the
the sidelines.
Inn for showers, food, and a good Fairficld Jcsuil Tournament.
the 7AM shuttle.
Come oul and sec ihc seniors play
night's sleep.
in their final matches and cheer the
The second half was more of
Game two pitted Fairficld
against Drew. To make it lo the the same for Fairficld. Tries by
Sunday is jusl not a good day Slags on lo victory!

Chicks With Sticks Win
Christine Carolan
Contributing Writer

final four as a wild card, the Red
Ruggers would have to win big.
Drew, not the powerhouse it once
was, was a willing victim. Paul
Chmicl opened the onslaught
scanl seconds into the game with a
try. Two tries by John Bcrncr and

linucd on Ihcir hot slrcaks as each
stroked three hits. Linda Mazzclla
provided ihc power as she hammered a grand slam in a six-run
second inning to pul the game oul
of Iona's reach.
Game 4: Fairficld 5 - Holy
Cross 1
Revenge was on the minds of
Ihc Lady Slags in this match up as
ihey successfully avenged
Friday's opening loss. Coach Bob
Zilo decided lo com inuc to ride the
golden wing of Zagajcski and he
was nol disappointed as his Freshman ace came through with her
second onc-hiller of the tournamcnl.
The girls were able lo pul seven
hits logclhcr and score five runs in
the 5-1 viclory. Marlin delivered
the big blow in this game as her 2RBI single in Ihc .second inning
gave Ihc Lady Slags a 4-0 lead. It
was then up lo Zagajcski to preserve the lead and she came
through by firing eight slrikcouls.
A Crusader fifth-inning home run
ended Zagajcski \s hopes for a third
consecutive shutout, bul that was
thconlyncgativc lo a very impressive day as the Lady Slags rolled
into the tournament's Final Four.
Game 5: Army 2 - Fairfield 1
Jusl as Coach Zito's charges

were selling ihcir sighls on the
championship trophy, Ihcir bais
decided lo lake a nap and ihc offense sputtered in the loser's
brackel championship game.
Fairficld got on the board first
in ihis game as Prcsparc led off the
fourth inning wilh a single. Michelle Mcnzo sent her home wilh a
single following a West Poinl error
and it looked as if Zagajcski would
make ihc run stand up in her fourth
consecutive pitching performance.
She look ihc 1-0 lead into the
sixth inning and had yielded jusl
one hii up lo thai poinl. But in Ihc
sixth. Army pul a walk, a passed
ball, and a single logclhcr and lied
the game. Then in the seventh,
wilh the score still lied 1-1,
Zagajeski's magic left her. A iwoout single by Army's Donna Peirin
plaied Lisa McLaughlin with the
winning run and Army seni the
Lady Slags back lo Fairfield empiy
handed.
Tournament Tidbits... Fairficld
finished fourth in the cighl learn
double elimination tournament...
The team's record now stands al
16-11... Zagajeski's efforts should
probably pul her on the all-lournament (cam, though at press time if
wasn'l official... The girls finish
up their home season Saturday
with a doublcheadcr against Scton
Hall beginning al I :(K) p.m.
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PPESS BOX
Ric Brown
Sports Editor

Kevin Kuryla and his Fairfield mats mix it up against Dean Junior College^earlier this season.
'
.
Photo by Rich Nunzianle

Laxmen Lash Out Again
Beat Kean; Crush Manhattan
Howard F. Cairnsworth III
Staff Writer
Recently you've read about
mental errors, bad passes and
sloppy play in general. Let's not
say the Stags didn't commit these
kinds of mistakes against Kean
College and Manhattan College.
They did. Beating these two teams
last week, however, revealed a
team unity that left Stag sticks
confident and unhindered on their
way to a 9-1 record.
Kean proved to be one of the
laxmen's
most
serious
confrontations this year as the
Knickerbocker Conference (Div.
Ill) Champs hosted a hungry Stag
squad. And a hungry Slag is an
angry Stag. Using this energy,
Fairficld's defense shut down
Kcan's Top 20 scorer while the
offense converted quick feeds and
onc-on-onc dodgers to topple the
chumps 8-6.
"Communication and hustle
were the keys today," stated
sophomore defenscman Steve
Halton who limited Kcan's Jack
Lawlor to a paltry two assists on
the day. "Mulligan and I had to
switch men once in awhile because
Lawlor kept pushing the ball from
behind. He could play but if he
beat me, there stood 5 other D-mcn
plus Scoop just waiting to pounce
on him."
To be sure. Rich "Scoop" Mac
Donough inspired everyone with
fantastic saves which have
become the norm. Thirty-one
shots on goal yielded only six

tallies for Kean. That's 25 saves
for you math majors. Most of
Kcan's scores occurred in 8 mandown situations which plagued
Fairfield in the second half. These
limes left Kcan's players picking
Ihcir spols on goal.
In transition play,
Chris
Bcndowski and Mike Peel
smoothly kept the ball in the
offense's sticks, while Kevin
Kuryla notched his second assist
of the season.
Senior John
Callegari led the offense in scoring
with two goals and two assists as
fellow senior Hugh Coyle
followed with two goals. Juniors
Rob Cullcn, Tim Murphy, Bob
Sullivan and Joe Sargent all Jiad
single tallies to wrap up the Stags'
final away contest.
As much as Kean was a game
for the tested veterans, Manhattan
proved a day for future Stag stars
to show-case their talents. The
"vets" sat through hailstorms and
chilling winds while newcomer
Malt Colimorc slithered through
Manhattan's defense for 2 early
goals. Pat Fogarty spotted Kccfc
Latorraca cutting backside for a
score and later found Rob Cullcn
(2 goals, 2 assists) in the crease.
Freshman attackman Brendan
Kelly didn't notch a goal or assist
on the day but played his "utility
man" role well, swarming on
ground balls and aiding transition
play with unselfish hustle.
"I just wanted to make sure
Kcvvy (Patlon), Dougy (Ryan),
and Mikey (Dileo) got a chance to
score today, " B.K. said after the

game. What a guy. They got their
chances, all right.
Freshman
Patton singled Out this reporter
after the game.
"Thought you might want a
play-by-pfay account leading to
my goal," Patton quipped. "Well,
first I..."
Not enough room, Kevin.
Let's talk about the defense. Sean
Reilly and Chris Hogan said "So
long, farewell" to Manhattan's
middies as they tenaciously tested
them with teasing takc-aways.
Greg Kortick and John Gallagher
(alias FOGO's)controlled 16of20
face-offs leaving the defense of
Mark Mckenna, Eric Nygren and
Tom Wynn plenty of time to rest.
Woody hung tough in goal
registering 18 saves an this dreary
Saturday afternoon. If this is any
indication of Fairfield Lacrosse's
future there seems to be little to
worry about. A solid 11-4
thrashing of Manhattan now sets
the stage for the Stags final 2 home
contests.
UConn invaded Campion
Field yesterday as a primer for
Saturday night's final game
against rival Fordham. Make the
seniors last game under the lights
on Alumni Field part of your May
Day plans. Game lime: 7:30.
To those faithful fans, who
have supported us all spring:
THANKS! To those who have yet
to catch the action: this is your last
chance. What have you been
waiting for?

Fairfield Finishes Fourth In MAAC
Ric Brown

Sports Editor
The Fairficld University
women's softball team bounced
back from an opening round loss to
Holy Cross to notch three victories
before being eliminated from the
MAAC tournament this past
weekend in Allcntown, PA.
Kim Zagajcski was outstanding on the mound for the Lady
Slags as she sandwiched a no-hiltcr in between one-hitters to gain
all three victories.
Game 1:
Fairfield 0

Holy Cross 2

Holy Cross scored two runs on
three hits and an error in the third
inning and that was all they needed
to put this one away. Ellen Mary
Martin look the loss despite a fine
six-hit performance. Her males
failed to provide her wilh any offensive punch as they were only
able to come up with two hits. The
Lady Stags never threatened in this
game.
(iame 2:
Fordham 0

Fairfield 11 -

The girls put everything together in this one as they kept off

elimination while sending the
Lady Rams of Fordham back lo
Ihcir Bronx country club.
Zagajcski fired five strikeouts
while walking only one, in notching the one-hit victory. The Fairfield bats awoke in this game after
sleeping through the morning
match. The ladies lashed out
twelve hits, as Beth Ferguson led
the way with three hits in three atbats. Chris Pcrsparc, Sue Fcrrarotli and Martin all chipped in
with two hits apiece as they contributed to the offcnsivconslaught.

Continued on page 15.

Don't be surprised if the Pittsburgh Pirates are in the thick of a
pennant race in September. Regarded as the N.L. East doormat for
most of this decade, the Pirates are ready to make a move this year
and pump some fear into the hearts of their N.L. rivals. They are
young and talented and they are handled by one of the majors' best
managers, Jim Leyland. If their young pitching staff, led by
Olympian Mike Dunne and former Yankees Brian Fischer and
Doug Drabek, can withstand the heat of the pennant race, they
might be able to pull a major upset and win the East. Right now they
seem to be a year or two away from winning the whole thing. Don' t
underestimate this team, they're fun to watch and they're ready lo
give up their lease on the N.L. East basement.
Three weeks have passed and former University of Rhode
Island basketball coach Tom Penders hasn't left the University of
Texas yet Someone check the books, this might be a record.
The hottest rumor of the week is that Rick Pitino may be
headed back to Providence once the N.B.A. playoffs arc over.
There's no doubt that they love Pitino in Providence, he is the only
thing sweet enough to relieve them of the bitter taste left behind by
former coach Gordie Chiesa who was fired/resigned after one
hellish coaching season. Its a sure bet that Providence is making a
substantial offer to Pitino in order to lure him away from the Apple.
Still its doubtful that Pitino would leave the Knickerbockers, now
that they're on the threshold of many successful seasons to come.
Ron Darling looks like a Cy Young winner this far in the
season. On the other hand Sid Fernandez looks like Double A
material. Maybe El Sid belongs in the bullpen. Don'tforgetthathe
was outstanding coming out of the pen in the '86 World Series, and
he probably deserved the MVP following his performance.
It's N.B.A. playoff time now. Wake me up in August when
Boston plays L.A. for the championship.
The highlight of the lax team's 11 -4 victory over Manhattan on
Saturday happened when Mike Peet traded in his long stick for a
short stick and was able to sneak onto the field long enough to get
off two shots ongoal. Of course Mr. Peet couldn't hit the "broad side
of a barn" with a lacrosse shot, yet the mere fact that he was able to
get a shot off was pretty impressive, he being a defensive stalwart
and all.
The lax team seems to be loaded with lafcnt
Rob
Tockarshewsky, Eric Nygren, and Mike Dileo played very well
coming off the bench in the second half Saturday. Their efforts just
went to show how deep the soon-to-be N.E. champs really are.

This year's N.F.L. Draft was one of the more uninteresting in
recent memory with many top picks being offensive linemen. The
Giants may be helped by their top two picks who should give Joe
Morris more room to run this year. The Jets shoul d have looked into
drafting a head coach in the first round.
It is conceivable that the L.A. Raiders could be the first team in
N.F.L. history to have the number of Heisman Trophy winners on
their roster equal the number of victories they earn. With no
quarterback of which to speak, the Raiders should have trouble
making the playoffs once again this year, regardless of the fact that
their roster boasts three Heisman winners (Marcus Allen, Bo
Jackson, and Tim Brown).
Tommy Herr for Tom Brunansky is one of the more
boneheaded trades tohappen lately. The Twins musihave forgotten
that they are four starting pitchers short of being a contender.
Tommy Herr is not the answer to their pitching problems, unless of
course hecan give the Minnesotans a solid start on the hill every fifth
day.
The Celtics should beat the Knicks in the opening round of the
playoffs. It would be ridiculous to predict otherwise. However, by
the lime the series is over, the Celts will know they were in a battle,
and they just might come out of the series tattered and fatigued
enough to be upset by Atlanta. The Knicks are hot right now and
might take the Bostonians to seven games, but they'll never win
game 7 on the parquet in Boston.

